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^ Taping a Soundtrackr Colour Slides % Build this Really Portable Recorder — First in a Series Describing 

a Do-it-Yourself Clockwork-driven Machine • 20 Tape Gift Ideas • Readers' Problems Answered • News 

and Pictures from the World of Tape # Equip,emt Reviewed • Tape Recorder Workbench • Sound 
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She got my hint... 

I'm getting the new 

Emitape Accessory Kit 

for Christmas 

» ... 

% vlf -1 

N" 

si/S&i 

Quite the poshest present a hi-fi man 
can hope for! Everything he needs 
for jointing and editing—3 reels of 
leader tape, 1 reel of jointing tape, 
1 reel of metallic stop foil, Edi-tall 
jointing block and 2 cutters—all 
mounted on a plastic Emitray speci- 
ally designed for the workbench. 
Hinted at in every hi-fi household. 
Top gift for hi-fi husbands. 37/6. 

made by EMITAPE DIVISION, EMI Sales and Service Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex 
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An instrument for the true enthusiast! 

PHILIPS 

STEREO 

TAPE RECORDER TA 

irilllllllllllimillllllllllllllllll 

Get set for 1961 in real 
style with Philips Model 
EL3536. Every modern 
technical development, 
including stereophony, is 
here presented in one 
revolutionary recorder that 
leads the way into an 
exciting new era of sound 
recording. Make a point of 
seeing your dealer as soon 
as possible! 

% 

ii;; 

{ ' 

{Made m Holland ) 

■ _ u & 

s = 

Packed with these brilliant advanced features: 

4 track monophonic and twin-channel stereophonic 
recording and play-back at 3 speeds. 
Gives up to 16 hours' recording on one reel of double- 
play tape at /J" sec. 
Special superimposition facility. 
Sound mixing facility. 
Monitoring control — headphones for stereo, internal 
speaker for mono. 
Electronic magic-eye recording level indicator. 
Safely button interlocks with Record button. 

Special Pause button temporarily interrupts tape 
motion. 
Frequency response at /I" sec: 50-20,000 cis. 
Output 4 watts per channel. 
Automatic tape stop on all operations. 
Two loudspeakers: one internal, one in lid. 
Pre-recorded stereo tapes can also be played. 
Complete with stereophonic moving-coil microphone 
and base, reel of 7" long-play tape, screened connect- 
ing lead and empty 7" spool. 

Plus many more - see it, hear it, at your dealer's now! 

PHILIPS STEREO TAPE RECORDER; 92 

llllllllllllllllllllllilllllll^ 

One more wonderful product from 

gns. 

COMPLETE 

PHILIPS 

PHI LI PS-the friend of the family 

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LIMITED ■ CENTURY HOUSE SHAFTESBURY AVENUE • LONDON • WC2 
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CHOOSE IN PERSON- Two showrooms 

CHOOSE BY POST- 72 page catalogue 

BEST TERMS — GREATEST SELECTION 

Choose in person; at The Tape Recorder Centre Ltd 

new Central London Showroom at Holborn—London's latest and largest specialist showroom, or at the 

well-known North London Showroom in Harringay. See all makes of Tape Recorders and Hi-Fi Equip- 

ments. There are hundreds to choose from! Hear all the latest models, compare different types on the 

spot. Choose by post: send off coupon now for a FREE copy of the unique Tape Recorder Centre Cata- 

logue—72 illustrated pages, listing hundreds of models. In person or by post, unequalled terms and 

not a penny extra for HP on orders over £30! 

In person or by post, the best choice in the country. 

T 

Ul 

Jl 

^ CHOOSE BY POST Q 
For free Catalogue, send this coupon to 
The Tape Recorder Centre Ltd.. Dept. R 
75 Grand Parade. Green Lanes, Harringay, 
London. N.4. Telephone STAmford Hill 1146 
Name    
Address . 

I  
BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE 

RECORDER 

CENTRE 

CHOOSE IN PERSON: Central London: 82 High Holborn, W.C.I. CHAnccry 7401 
North London: 75 Grand Parade, Green Lanes, Harringay, N.4. STAmford Hill 1144 / 2097 
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HERE'S 

MARK 5 DECK ■ 28 GNS. 
M 

I 

N 

where 

you get 

performance! 

A tape recorder is only as good as its deck. This is where precision in 
manufacture and assembly are vital for professional standards of 
recording and reproduction. In the Brenell Mark 5 deck there's a 
rare combination of advanced technology and an almost-forgotten 
kind of craftsmanship. 
The Mark 5 deck has a remarkable, new main motor of a type widely 
regarded as the most e'ficicnt to be used in tape recording. The 
HYSTERESIS SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR, with a balanced outer 
rotor and a heavy, statically and dynamically balanced flywheel. It brings 
' wow and flutter ' down to below -1% at 75 i.p.s. 
This and the other components providing the specification shown 
below, are assembled with fanatical care. Brenell Mark 5 production 
is an individual task which is repeatedly checked and tested. Nothing 
less than mechanical and electrical perfection will do. 
At 28 gns., you'd be missing a great deal to pay less and there's no 
need to pay more. 

Abridged Specification: 
3 INDEPENDENT MOTORS 

4 RECORDING SPEEDS 
FAST REWIND 

in either direction. 1.200 ft. 
reel rewound in 45 seconds. 
WOW AND FLUTTER 

Below 05% at 15 i.p.s. 
Below 1% at 7J i.p.s. 
Below 15% at 3j i.p.s. 
Below -25% at I; i.p.s. 

FREQUENCY RANGE 
15 i.p.s.; 50/16.000 c/s ± 3dB 
7S i.p.s.: 60/12.000 c/s ± 3dB 
3J i.p.s.: 60/7.000 c/s ± 3dB 
11 i.p.s.: 60/4,000 c/s ± 3dB 
SELECTIVE FREQUENCY 
CORRECTION 
at 15. 7J and 3J i.p.s. 
ACCEPTS 8r REELS 
PAUSE CONTROL 
DIGITAL REV. COUNTER 
PROVISION FOR EXTRA HEADS 

Tape Recorders: 
3 STAR • 58 GNS. * MARK 5 ■ 64 GNS. * 3 STAR R P STEREO ■ 89 GNS. ★ MK. 5 R P STEREO • £99.12.0 

Irack available with -3 star models 

STAR 

MARK 5 

Brenell 

Full details and the address of your nearest stockist from the 
Sole Manufacturers: 
BRENELL ENGINEERING CO. LTD. 
la DOUGHTY STREET ■ LONDON . WCI ■ CHANCERY 5809 & HOLBORN 7358 
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Please - 

NO gimmicks! 

1*5 

r 

«h 
S- 

--- 1 r 

Frequent model changes to stimulate sales have never 
formed part of the Ferrograph policy. Indeed, it is very 
significant that in its external appearance today's instrument 
still bears a very strong resemblance to the original 
Ferrograph of 1949. The fact that even after eleven years it 
has not been found necessary to make any substantial 
changes is obvious proof of the soundness of the 
Ferrograph basic principles of design. 
Today, when keen competition among manufacturers of Tape 
Recorders is stimulating interest in 4-track heads, slower tape 
speeds, cassettes and the like, it is appropriate diat we should 
once more re-state the Ferrograph policy. 
Because Recording is our business, the unceasing efforts 
of our engineers will continue to be directed towards 
perfection in the recording function of the Ferrograph 
rather than attempting to foster its adoption as a 
competitor to the gramophone. 
Those who have bought the Ferrograph in the past have 
deliberately chosen it for its incomparably high standards of 
performance and for no other reason. Among them we number 
many of the leading personalities in the world of music and 
drama, radio and television broadcasting organisations. 
Government departments, record manufacturers and in fact all 
who demand the highest attainable standards of quality 
and dependability. 
Based upon our intimate knowledge of the work being 
carried out on the Ferrograph we believe that any 
widespread introduction at the present time of narrow 
tracks and slower speeds could lead to a general, and 
regrettable, deterioration in the standards of tape 
recording. 
We affirm, therefore, our determination to make no compromise 
with quality. The reputation enjoyed by the Ferrograph will 
not be hazarded, either now or in the future, by the premature 
introduction of any features that have not been proved 
fundamentally sound and in the best interests of the user. 

Series 4A 
4A/N Two Specdt'3il7{ i.p.s. 
Monaural Recording, Playback. 

81 Gns. 

Stereo 808 
Two Speeds 3J/7i i.p.s. For use 
with external Hi Fi amplifiers 
and Loud Speakers. The all- 
purpose machine for Monaural 
and Stereo Recording/Playback. 

105 Gns. 

Three Independent Motors ■ Synchronous Capstan Motor ■ Recording Level Meter ■ Brief Stop ■ Interchangeable Plug-in-Heads 
Switched Speed Change with Compensated Correction Network • Separate Tone Controls • High Fidelity 2-j Wotts Output Stage 
Uses 8j" Tape Spools ■ Cear-Driven Turns Counter ■ Automatic Switch Cuts Motors at End of Spool ■ Endless Loop Cassette (Optional Extra) 

BRITISH FERROGRAPH RECORDER CO. LTD. 
(A subsidiary of the Ferrograph Company Ltd.) 

88 HORSEFERRY ROAD, WESTMINSTER, S.W.I • Tel: SULlivan 5426/7/8 
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of 

course 

you 

want 

the 

best! 

PE MAGNETONBAND TAPES 
PRE-STRESSED POLYESTER BASE 

Agfa PE magnetic recording tapes ensure studio- 
quality home recordings every time. The flexibility 
of the tapes, uniform coating and wide range of 
recorded frequencies (greater than the range per- 
ceptible to the ear) - 40-16,000 cps. at 33 I.P.S. and 
40-8,000 cps. at 1J I.P.S. —ensure that your home re- 
cordings will be comparable in quality with profes- 
sional studio recordings. Agfa PE tapes are pre- 
stressed to make them tough as steel. Unaffected by 
heat, moisture or variations in temperature. Com- 
pletely resistant to water or chemical solutions. 
Sensitivity tolerances: J ds within reels. Plus or 
minus 1 ds between reels. A new type of wear-resisting 
binder is used for the magnetic material which gives 
Agfa PE tapes unrivalled resistance to abrasion. 

AGFA LIMITED 
27 REGENT STREET • LON DON - S W 1 • REGen t 8581/4 
•Rofjistored Trade Mark ol the Manulaclurers, Agfa A.G.. Leverkusen/Western Germany 

r Playing Time 
Double track Spool Length 

leel Type at 9.5 cm sec. diameter 
— 3 ins. sec. ins. 

Mms. 

210 2X11 
Apia 
PE31 
Long 
play 
tape 

900 2 X 45 

200 2 X 60 *. 
Hint: 2 X 90 

:i:ii; 2 X 15 An la 
PE41 

I SCO 2 X 90 Double 
pin 
tape 2400 2 X 120 

At is ins./sec. (4.75 cm/sec.) recording speed the playing time is 
doubled. All tapes are supplied on reels with leader and contact 
strips and in specially designed hinged storage containers. 
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A tape recorder is only as good as its microphone 

If you cut a top note off in the mike, you can't 

blame the recorder if the note isn't there. 

If there's distortion at the start, there'll be 

a din in the end. Give your recorder a fair chance. 

Give it a balanced, wide-frequency input. Give it 

a good microphone. Give it an Acos microphone. 

USE 

AN 

AGOS 

MICROPHONE 

See you at the Audio Fair 

Demonstration Room III 

Booth 65 

ARE 

MIC 39 
A crystal hand microphone of 
exceptionally attractive 
appearance. Extended fre- 
quency response; noisc-free 
cable and die-cast liner to 
minimise hum and ensure 
excellent signal-to-noise ratio. 
Available with table-stands 
and floor stand adaptor. 
U.K. Retail price 3 gns. 
Other Acos microphones 
include the famous fold-away 
MIC 40 (35/-) the MIC 28 
Lapel Microphone (50/-) and a 
superb new stereo microphone 
(£6,0.0) 
Acos microphones are standard 
equipment with most British 
high-quality tape recorders. 

^DOING THINGS IN STYLI 

COSMOCORD LTD WALTHAM CROSS HERTS TEL: WALTHAM CROSS 25206 (London subscribers please d.al WS 25206) 
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CHECK THE 

OF THE TELEFUNKEN 

TAPE RECORDER 

WITH YOUR DEALER 

He knows the features 
thatputthe TELEFUNKEN 
Magnetophon Range in a 
class apart for Quality, 
Fidelity and Reliability 

THE EXCITING POSSIBILITIES OF 
TELEFUNKEN 4-TRACK RECORDING 

Four-Track recording means you get four 
tracks on one tape. The perfection of the 
in-line twin-stacked recording head made this 
possible by actually allowing a quarter of the tape 
width to be scanned by each head. Briefly it is possible 
to record track 1 then rewind and record track 3 in perfect 
synchronisation. Playing back both tracks together gives 

an amazing super imposition effect. A unique 
Telefunken transistorised preamplifier actually 

allows the first track to be monitored 
by earphones while the second track is 

being recorded. This opens up a tre- 
mendous field of activity for the 

tape enthusiast. Voice can be 
dubbed onto music. The Soloist 
can record himself in a duct! 
Effects can be added to lectures 
speeches, and monologues etc. 

The Telefunken Stereo mode! 
uses Four-track recording and 
incorporates two separate ampli- 
fiers. Using the D77 microphone, 
two forms of live stereo recording 
arc possible and many other 
exciting effects can be produced. 
Send for full details. 

A 
TELE 
FUN 
KEN 

u A 

/ . 

w 
•- 

■ > 

& 

* . 

> A* 

TELEFUNKEN ' Magnetophon ^ 
Tape speeds 3* i.p.s. and I; i.p.s. 

with frequency response of 60 16000 
c.p.s. and 60-9(KX) c.p.s. Playing 
lime of 6 hrs. 20 mins. on 5J" DP tape. Tone control. Extension 
speaker socket. 52 GNS 

w 
S 

• ^ 

TELEFUNKEN • Magnetophon 85KL 
Tape speeds of 7J i.p.s. and 31 i.p.s. with frequency response of 

30 20000 c.p.s. - 3 dll and 30- 
15000 c.p.s. 6 wall push/pull power 
stage. Separate Bass and Treble 
controls. D.C. heated prc-ampliher 
valves. 79 GNS 

The amazing 4-Track TELEFUNKEN * M ignctophon 76K ' 
Over 12 hrs. playing time from 

one 5i'DPTape. Two speeds 3i i.p.s. 
and I; i p.s. wi h frequency response 
of 30-1 (>000 and 30-9000 c.p.s. 62GNS 
TELEFUNKEN * MAGNETOPHON TTK' 

4-TRACK STEREO 
Gives full stereo and Four-track 

monaural supcrimposition effects. 
Two speeds 15 and 3< i.p.s. I| 
i.p.s. gives 6 hrs. 20 min. stereo 
recording. Push button track selection. Addil- 
tional speaker in lid. Frequency response: 
40-16000 c.p.s. at 3J i.p.s. and 40 9000 
c.p.s. at It i.p.s. 85 GNS 

• All prices 
excluding 
microphone. 

,—r 

SlpEr 

TELEFUNKEN 

WELMEC CORPORATION LTD 147/8 Strand, London WC2 
TEMple Bar 3357 (10 lines) 

I FULL DETAILS FREE! ' 
I ofretefunken Tape Recorders. Tapes, Microphones and Accessories. I 1 oena coupon to: , 
! WELMEC CORPORATION LIMITED 1 

| 147/148 Strand. London W.C.2 | 

I NAME  I 
' (PLEASE PRINT) , 
I ADDRESS   ' 

i ::: i 
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MAKE IT A CLARION CHRISTMAS! 

with Britain's neatest, greatest, transistorised 

portable tape recorder 

Sfr-Jr 
■ '> 

.. 
■ 

V 

Now is good sound-hunting time for the 
hardy audio-enthusiast . . . carol singers . . . 
parties . . . sleighbells in the snow! Or what 
about a speaking Christmas card to enthusiast 
friends abroad ? 

You can capture all this and more with a 
Clarion. 50 hours playing time with four U.2 
batteries at a governed speed of 3i i.p.s.—play 
back the tapes on the Clarion or on any other 
machine running at 3f i.p.s. 

The Clarion is Britain's lowest priced trans- 
istorised portable and offers you unparalleled 
value for money. 

* Weighs only 5 lbs. 
* 44 mins. recording time. 
* Governed speed of 3i i.p.s. 
* 50 hours play with 4 X U.2 batteries. 

only25gns. inc. microphone and 360fl. of tape. 

AND A TWINSET NEW YEAR! 
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS 

To augment the Clarion's own playback 
facilities, it can be placed in the Clarion Twin- 
set. The Twinset contains its own big amplifier 
and big speaker and a handsome carrying case 
that carries the Clarion, too. Yet the Twinset, is 
also completely transistorised and mains-free. 

* Fully transistorised amplifier. 
* Over 4 watt transformerless push-pull 

output. 
* 7 in. X 4 in. high flux elliptical speaker. 
* Sand tan simulated pigskin case. 
* Adjustable shoulder strap. 

ONLY 8 GNS. or complete with Clarion 33 GNS. 

CLARION 

See your dealer today. Or write for colour leaflet to: 
GBC ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD. 121/123 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2. Tel: AMB 2872 
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MIS MASTER'S VOIC E 

❖ TWO SPEEDS: 
7| l/s and 3j i/s 

❖ FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SO —lO.OOO els at 7i l/s ± 3dB 

Half-track operation 

Up to 7" spools 

❖ Three-motor drive 

••"3 
4. 

V-' 

■V - 

Three-head system for simultaneous 
playback 

Separate record and playback 
amplifiers 

Pause control for instantaneous 
^ stop/start 

Yes, all these "professional" features, plus 
superb quality of sound, plus absolute reliability. 
Only H.M.V. could offer you such stupendous 
value for money. Hurry along to your dealer's and 
ask him to demonstrate this amazing tape 
recorder. 

ill * Complete with 1,200' Emitape, spare spool and crystal microphone. 
g,,:,,: THE GRAMOPHONE COMPANY LIMITED • HAYES - MIDDLESEX 

11 

II 

.1 
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Owo Ifcars Quaraniee 

NOT MASS PRODUCED BUT VIRTUALLY HAND- 

MADE FOR RELIABILITY AND CONSISTENTLY 

HIGH STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE. 
MODEL R30/R40 

1. II" ips can be fitted for an 
extra 3 gns. 

2. Superimposing fitted as 
standard. 

3. Mixing facilities. 
4. Provision is made for the 

addition of a STEREO 
HEAD. 

TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATION 

The R.40. 
II ips 70—4,500 ± 3dbs. 
3i ips 60—9,000 ± 3dbs. 
7i ips 50—15,000 ± 3dbs. 
15 ips 40—20,000 ± 3dbs. 
(signal noise ratio at 7^ ips— 
47dbs.) 
Separate record amplifier. 
Push-pull bias erase oscillator 
for low tape hiss. 
Separate bass and treble con- 
trols ± 15 dbs at 14 kc/s— 
15dbs at 40 c/s. 
Supplied complete with Acos 39/1 microphone, 
Radio Record lead and 1,200' P.V.C. Tape. 

'4 

0 

r 

iiiliiiiili 
!Kr ; "i 
Sis 

MODELS 
R10 56 GNS.—2 track 

66 GNS.—4 track 
R20 62 GNS. with magic eye record indicator 
R30 66 GNS. with meter record level indicator 
R40 70 GNS. as R30 but with push/pull sound 
output 

RIO SPECIFICATION: 

2 or 4 track version. 10 watts push/pull 
output. (2 EL84 valves) 

71 ips 30—18,000 cycles ± 3 dBs^l 
31 ips 40-12.000 cycles ± 3 dBs 
11 ips 50— 6,000 cycles ± 3 dBsJ Dias sect,ng 

Collaro Studio Deck. Microphone and Radio/ 
Gram inputs each with separate gain controls 
for mixing. Separate bass and treble controls. 

1 12 dBs at 50 cycles and 12 k/cs. Adjustable 
monitor volume control independent of 
record level. Peak signal level meter 2^ in. 
square. Bogen heads. Record safety device. 
600 ohms Cathode follower output. Two per 
cent total harmonic distortion on peaks. 
200/250 volts 50 cycles or 100/120 volts 
60 cycles. Valve line up: 1 EF86. 2 ECF80. 
2 ECC83. I ECC82. 2 EL84. Metal rectifier, 
contact cooled. 

Fully illustrated literature available on request to— 

REPS (TAPE RECORDERS) LTD. 
118 Park Road North, South Acton, London, W.3. 

Rhone : Acorn 4141 

Please send me without obligation full details of 
your range of Tape Recorders. I am particularly 
interested in Model R  

Mr 
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the 

TAPE 

RECORDER 

Editor MILES HENSLOW 
Technical Editor - John Berwick 
Assistant Editor  Julian Berrisford 
Editorial Offices - - - - 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.l 
Telephone MUSeum 3967 to 3969 

MEMBER OF THE 

EDITORIAL OF CIRCULATIONS 
A VERY Happy Christmas to you—and may your seasonal 

parcels include at least one spool of your favourite brand 
of tape! Doubtless the 1960 Christmas mail sacks will carry a 
large variety of recorded messages, tapes, anyway, and particu- 
larly between clubs and club members the world over. 

Talking of clubs, there is an interesting suggestion on another 
page of the magazine concerning the expansion of activities to 
take in amateur cin6. There will be many who will turn this 
down Oat: on the other hand there are many more who will sec 
in it the possibilities that we do. 

Cinii enthusiasm may be divided into two distinct categories— 
the first and largest being the 8 mm (and of course 9.5 mm!) 
groups, and the second being the 16 mm groups, whose work 
is in the main of a semi-professional nature, and generally linked 
with sound facilities of a like standard. The 8 mm cin6 
enthusiast can now enjoy the same magnetic stripe facilities as 
his more elaborately equipped 16 mm counterpart, but he is 
generally more dependant upon a tape recorder for his sound 
reproduction, and therefore what more natural fusing of interests 
could there be than those of the amateur cine and amateur tape 
enthusiasts? 

During the last twelve months loo, there has been an almost 
phenomenal increase of interest for " sound " on the part of the 
slide enthusiast, and there is already a move on the part of 
manufacturers to produce "coupled projectors" to cater for this 
new development. We cover the subject, initially, in an article 
on page 558, and we propose to devote considerably more space 
to it in the near future. 

The preparation of sound tracks for cine films is a new and 
exciting venture for tape recorder enthusiasts in search of more 
ambitious territory to explore. Many of the amateur 8 mm films 
that we have seen have fallen down very badly as a result of 
their sound; and we have often thought that much mutual bene- 
fit could result from co-operation between the two fields of 
interest which are—or should be—so closely allied. 

It is an interesting fact that many hi-fi enthusiasts are also 
keen photographers, though there is no obvious connection be- 
tween the two hobbies. When it comes to cine photography, there 
is every reason for the cine enthusiast to lake up tape, because 
silent movies cry out in eloquent silence for " sound ". Though 
the reciprocal need is not so evident, there is no doubt that some 
tape enthusiasts would like to add the visual counterpart to 
their sound venture; and we therefore conclude, as we began, 
by saying that a merging of some club interests would be a very 
good idea. 

Editorially, in this magazine, we have received enough en- 
couragement to confirm our earlier decision to include cine 
interests for the additional benefit of our readers; and so, starling 
this month, we resume the " sound and cine" series that we 
introduced a few months ago. 

DECEMBER I960 
VOL. 2 NO. II 

 CONTENTS   

Page 

Here, There and Everywhere  542 
Club News   545 
20 Tape Gift Ideas   549 
Tape and Shakespeare 

By P. Kinglakc  551 

Tape Recorder Workbench 
By A. Bartlett Slill   553 

Build This Really Portable Recorder (Part 1) 
By A. TuIchings ... ... ... ... ... 554 

Readers' Problems   557 
Taping a Soundtrack for Colour Slides 

By John Berwick  558 
Sound and Cine 

By Richard Gaiding   561 
Details of New Products   565 
Kquipnicnt Reviewed  567 
Our Readers Write   573 
Classified Advertisements . , ... ... 576 
Advertisers' Index   578 

 COVER PICTURE  
'"PHIS month's cover photograph does not portray an over- 

•*- enthusiastic recordist on a railway footplate, though you 
might be excused for thinking this. (See also cartoon on page 
547). It is the engine-driver's end of a modern inter-communi- 
cation system installed by A.E.I, at Maltby Colliery (Worksop). 
This is referred to as " Clearcall" carrier-frequency com- 
munication. The locomotive carries a transmitter/receiver and 
loop aerial giving continuous two-way linking with the despatcher. 
The microphone—unlike those used by tape enthusiasts—has 
to be flame-proof, and acts also as the loudspeaker, (photo 
by courtesy of the National Coal Board). 

  NEXT MONTH   
IN the second instalment of his new " learn as you build" 

series of articles A. Tulchings will make a start on the con- 
structional details of his new Clockwork-driven Portable 
Recorder. Also, to follow up this month's Tape with Slides 
feature, we shall present a Survey of Slill Projectors, and that 
popidar extension of tape recording—Sound and Cine—will 
again be spotlighted in a general article for beginners, by 
Richard Golding. These are in addition to all our regular 
features, Readers' Problems, Tape Recorder Workbench, Club 
News, Details of New Products, and Teaching Tope. A number 
of interesting tape recorders are in course of review, and these 
reports—which arc constantly in demand by readers—will 
appear regularly in the Equipment Reviewed section from now 
on. By far the best way to make sure of getting your copy 
is to take out a year's subscriptions from this office. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
The subscription rate to The Tape Recorder is 21/- per 
annum (U.S.A. S3.00) from The Tape Recorder, 99 
Mortimer Street, London, W.I. Subscription+Index, 24/- 

(U.S.A. S3.25). 
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Programmes on Tape for Hospital Patients 

'"PHOSE who have been unfortunate enough to spend months 
in hospitals will know the need for entertainment, and 

although a great majority of the Hospital wards are now wired 
for radio programmes, there are still quite a few without this 
modem asset which is a boon to those who spend day after 
day and month after month confined to bed by some long illness 
or disablement. 

These hospitals with no radio have over the last five years 
come to welcome and appreciate the small group of tape record- 
ing enthusiasts, who of their own free will, and at their own 
expense, provided hospitals with recorded programmes. 

This service was formed in Bristol in 1953, by Mr. A. Lovell 
who realised the need for this type of programme after visiting 
a hospital and talking to patients. He produced programmes of 
interest especially for hospitals, and distributed them throughout 
the country to people interested in reproducing these tapes. 
After a year of recording, he found that he could not produce 
enough programmes to cope with the increasing demands. 

Through an advertisement, contact was made with Mr. J. 
Hunter of Essex, who first became interested in tape recording 
as an addition to his first hobby, radio transmitting and receiv- 
ing. Shortly after the war Mr. Hunter constructed his own 
recorder but later the purchase and use of a Ferrograph made 
him realise that more interesting things could be achieved than 
recording the voices of the family. This advertisement was a 
challenge, but an obvious problem arose, where could artistes 
gather together to produce a recording? 

With the assistance of Mr. S. Keen, they were and still are, 
able to use the Poplar Civic Theatre by kind permission of the 
Mayor and Borough Council. Due to another notice in the 
local newspaper, numerous other artistes volunteered their 
sendees, together with two more radio amateurs who supplied 
and operated their own equipment. Many fine programmes 
were produced and artistes including Stanley Unwin and Gate 
Eastley, all gave their services free of charge. Now over 100 
Hospitals are receiving these programmes and more are join- 
ing every month. 

The equipment used as shown in the photograph includes 
two Ferrograph recorders, two mixers, six or seven microphones 

HERE AND 

THERE AND 

EVERYWHERE 

and echo facilities. Programmes are produced by Mr. J. Hunter 
and recordings arc made by Mr. J. Lepper and Mr. N. Ta'bois. 
Over the five years, the programmes produced have reached a 
standard equal to any professional recordings. Rehearsals take 
up to three hours and the final " take" is generally made 
with very few mistakes. 

About the same time as Mr. Hunter joined the organisation 
another enthusiast volunteered. He was Mr. R. Mayor, who 
suggested the idea of producing religious programmes. This 
was done and tapes were made for children and adults. Although 
Mr. Mayor started alone, he has since been allowed the facilities 
of using Vortexions and studio equipment. The work that has 
been done over the past five years has proved that religious 
programmes are needed in Hospitals. Mostly hymn singing, 
the programmes are Inter-denominational, and are suitable for 
all age groups. 

During the last few months Mr. N. Paul, winner of the 
British Amateur Tape Recording Contest, has joined the 
organisation producing news items and interviews with stars 
of stage, screen and radio. 

Sponsorship and distribution has been arranged with several 
large organisations in this country and due to this co-operation, 
the Hospital Broadcasting Service have been able to enlarge 
their service and cater for more Hospitals requesting programmes. 

Patients have now come to recognise the members of the 
group through their voices on tape, and over the last five 
years over 200 programmes of various types have been 
distributed. The members of the committee wishes to thank 
all Hospitals for their assistance in this work, and look forward 
to supplying " taped" programmes for at least another five 
years. 

RECORDING TAPE CENTER 

a 

Wilmcx Ltd., DcmonsTnilc Irish Tapes 
A film describing in detail the manufacture of Irish magnetic 

recording tape by ORRadio of Opolika, U.S.A. was shown 
at a Press reception and trade preview by Wilmex Ltd, the Irish 
Tape concessionaires at the Abraham Lincoln Rooms, Savoy 
Hotel, London. This was followed by a demonstration of the 
now Irish 1% long play economy tape. Guests included many 
of the dealers, tape recorder manufacturers and representatives 
of the press. 

The Directors, Mr. A. 1. Williams and Mr. P. H. C. Merrick 
announced the incorporation of their subsidiary company Wilmex 
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HERE AND THERE 

AND EVERYWHERE continued 

(Distributors) Ltd, which will control all sales promotion and 
distribution to the trade of the complete range of products pre- 
viously handled by Wilmcx Ltd. The parent company will con- 
tinue to supply its products to manufacturers and will retain the 
rights as sole concessionaires. 

Daughter Church of St. Andrew Bells on Tape 
pQUIPMENT for high-fidelity sound, or " Hi-Fi" as it is 
*--J commonly termed, has been freely available for the home in 
the form of hi-fi installations for some little time past, but there 
is now an increasing demand for equipment of this quality in 
" the public field One such case was the installing by B.T.H. 
Sound Equipment Ltd. of hi-fi equipment in the Church of SI. 
Andrew, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire. A most interesting and unusual 
feature of this installation is that the equipment is used for repro- 
ducing the sound of the bells, previously recorded on tape, of 
the Parish Church of St. Mary, Cheadle, Cheshire. This method 
has proved, for many reasons, most convenient, and the success 
of installation has been acclaimed by the ecclesiastical authority 
concerned. 

When the new church of St. Andrew was under construction, 
the St. Mary's Parochial Church Council approached B.T.H. Sound 
Equipment Ltd. to supply apparatus for the reproduction of the 
sound of bells over a radius of half a mile. The Church Council 
also specified that the reproduction must be of the bells of the 
Parish Church of St. Mary and consist of a fifteen-minute peal 
of the eight bells, followed by a five-minute tolling of the minute 
bell. It was decided to make a special recording on tape, the 
reproducer equipment consisting of a tape deck feeding into a 
B.T.H. Hi-Fi Control Unit and Amplifier and four high velocity 
projector-type loudspeakers. The tape deck and amplifier were, 
therefore, housed in a special oak cabinet placed at the rear of 
the church, and the loudspeakers fixed in the top of the 
Renaissance-style bell turret. 

A good recording of the bells of St. Mary's presented several 
problems, for not only is the church situated in a main thorough- 
fare at the junction of three busy main roads carrying a heavy 
load of traffic both day and night through Cheadle, but there are 
traffic lights and a bus stop which also increase the engine noise 
in the immediate vicinity. 

Several tests were made to find the most suitable position for 
the microphones in order that traffic noise would be at a minimum, 
and also to ensure a balanced recording of the eight bells. Every 
assistance was given by the team of eight campanologists and four 
complete recordings were made on one night between 8 o'clock 

and 10 o'clock. These were then played back and listened to by 
the bellringers before the final selection was made. 

The Church of St. Andrew, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire, was 
consecrated by the Lord Bishop of Chester on 9th May. Since 
then, the reproduction of the bells of St. Mary's, from the new 
church, has been clearly heard throughout the neighbourhood. 
The bells have been recognised and many people have commented 
upon the high quality of reproduction. The curate-in-charge, the 
Rev. R. H. Sargent, slates that members of the Church Council 
recently toured the district listening to the bells and that the 
range, quality, and realism of the reproduction has exceeded all 
expectations. 

■J. 

■ . 

Cubs Assist Appointments Director 
I.S.I.S. Appointments Register, an offshoot of Industrial and 

Scientific Information Service, offers a unique service for 
trained technical men seeking first class jobs in industry. Its 
success is undoubtedly due to the efforts of its Director of 
Appointments, Mrs. Joan Jones. Her one aim is to place the 
technologist in the employment to which he is best suited, and 
to ensure that the employer gets the right man for the vacancy. 
Applicants registering with the I.S.I.S. Appointments Register 
must complete a detailed questionnaire, but it was soon found 
that most of them preferred to read through the form at home 
and were quite often faced with some query that required her 
advice. To make this task easier and obviate the time lag, she 
installed a row of Grundig Cub tape recorders each in its own 
compartment. Now after running through the form with her or 
her assistant, the applicant simply dictates his answers to the 
questions into the recorder. This method ensures no waiting for 
the applicant, and enables Mrs. Jones and her assistant to deal 
with several applicants at the same time. 

• 

ElE3 

- ' 

h 

The Church of Si. Andrew, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire (le/i) houses an up-io-dalc use of inagnclic tape (see story above). The sound 
of the bells of a neighbouring church are replayed from tape using a Ferrograph recorder and A.F..I. amplifying equipment. 

{centre). The third photograph shows the loudspeakers in the Hell Tower. 
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NEWS AND PICTURES FROM THE WORLD OF TAPE 
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Taking lime off during a Palladium rehearsal we see American 
comedienne, Jean Carrol, taping Britain's No. 1 Pop singer, Cliff 
Richard—another hit for her Sluzzi Magnetic battery recorder. 

Sound Film Lecture 
A N illustrated talk entitled " Magnetic Recording and the 

Home Cinema " will be given by Desmond Roe, B.Sc., to the 
British Sound Recording Association on Friday, December 16th 
at 7.15 p.m. at the Royal Society of Arts, John Adam Street. 
London, W.C.2. Particular attention will be paid to the prob- 
lems of making and projecting 8 mm. films with sound. Enquiries 
for admission should be addressed to the Hon. Secretary British 
Sound Recording Association, 40, Fairficld Way, Ewell, Surrey. 

• • » 
New Leaflet from Grundig 

rT>HE relative merits of 2-track and 4-track tape recorders are 
currently the subject of much lively discussion. In order to 

give guidance to the layman contemplating the purchase of a 
tape recorder, Grundig (Great Britain) Ltd., have produced a 
four-page leaflet analysing the two systems, and setting out in 
simple form the advantages of each. Copies of the leaflet may be 
obtained from the Publicity Dept., Grundig (Great Britain) Ltd., 
39-41, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.I. 

" Moodmaster " Background Music 
CONSIDERABLE interest in the use of continuous background 

music in shops, offices, hotels and factories in this country 
has resulted in the signing of an agreement between the Conley 
Electronics Corporation of Chicago and G.B.C. Electronic 
Industries, Ltd., the British company which markets the Clarion 
tape recorder in the U.K. A new company, Moodmaster (Great 
Britain), Ltd., in which G.B.C. and Elizabethan (Tape Recorders), 
Ltd., hold the controlling interest, has been set up to handle market- 
ing of Conley Corporation's Moodmaster equipment in this 
country. The directors of the British company feel that its unique 
features of operation and installation, together with its simplicity, 
will open up an entirely new field for the use of background music 
in this country. 

R.G.D. Price Reduction 
"D ADIO Gramophone Development Co. Ltd., manufacturers of 

R.G.D. recording equipment announce that their Mark 104, 
single speed tape recorder, has been reduced from 25 gns to 
21 gns. Details from: R.G.D. Co. Ltd., Eastern Avenue West, 
Romford, Essex. 

• * « 
Two " Victor " Recorders Stolen 

WYNDSOR " Victor" tape recorders, Serial No. 20865 and 
23107, have been lost in transit, en route for Birmingham 

and Coventry respectively. Any information regarding these 
machines should be sent to—The General Manager, Mr. Russell, 
Wyndsor Recording Co., Ltd., 2 Bellevue Road, Friem Bamet, 
London, N.ll. 

* 
35 
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Aerialitc to Handle the Casian Trav-lcr 
A ERIALITE Ltd., have announced that they have acquired the 

-**• manufacturing and distributing rights of the Casian Trav-ler 
tape recorder. AH future orders, requests for sales literature and 
displays, or any correspondence relating to this transistorised 
battery and mains portable recorder should be sent to Acrialite 
Ltd., Hargreaves Works, Conglcton, Cheshire. 

« * « 
Scotch Tape on Radio Luxembourg 

DEVELOPING their sales promotion effort, the makes of Scotch 
Brand Recording Tapes are currently running a series of 

programmes on Radio Luxembourg. Every Wednesday and 
Saturday until after Christmas, the " Six o'clock Record Show " 
(Radio Luxembourg 6.00 to 6.30 p.m.) will be presented by 
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Minnesota House, 
3, Wigmorc Street, London, W.l. 

New Portable Echo Machine 
RECORDING studios are designed and built " acoustically 

dead" to minimise the rebounding of sound from walls, 
ceilings and tables. Imagine the frustrated designer after removing 
all trace of echo to hear singers and guitarists demanding echo, 
and nowadays records without echo can be counted on the fingers 
of one hand. Just announced in this country is the Binson Echorec 
Baby, a portable echo machine which should prove very popular 
with the amateur and professional musician. It consists of a 
magnetic recorder, using a rotating metal disc instead of tape. 
Recording and erase heads are fitted, together with replay heads 
which are fitted at varying distances around the disc. The signals 
are fed into the recording head, checked by means of a magic 
eye recording level indicator, and by selecting different replay 
heads varying degrees of echo can be obtained. One, two, three, 
or four echoes can be selected, with an additional feature of 
" swell" which feeds the output back into the recording head 
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NEWS AND PICTURES 

FROM THE WORLD 

OF TAPE cont. 

to provide reverberation. The output of the Echorcc has to be 
fed into an external amplifier or public address system. The 
instrument can be operated by a foot control, allowing guitarists 
to operate the machine whilst playing. Manufactured in 
Switzerland and distributed in this country by Modem Electrics 
l,ld., 164, Charing Cross Road. Condon, W.C.2. The Echorcc 
Baby retails for 85 gns. 

• # • 
Has Your Club Tried Cine? 

A N article appeared in the July 1960 edition of T/ie Tape 
Recorder entitled "You can start a Tape Club". Since that 

article was printed, another 14 to 16 clubs have been formed, 
and we are sure that by the lime this article appears another 
couple of clubs will be simply bursting with ideas. However, as 
much as we support clubs of this nature and publish details of 
club news and events, it is felt that members of many of these 
clubs really have nothing to interest them. Week after week, 
demonstrations of members' equipment prove to them that their 
machines are (a) good (b) bad. This will either make them 
very jealous or complacent, and can lead to very argumentative 
club nights. 

What really should happen is that the club should be divided 
into at least three of four sections containing a technical, non- 
technical, and beginners section, each with their own committee, 
enabling new recording enthusiasts to start off in the shallow 
end and not dive into the deep end. Of course, when a member 
wishes to move from one group to another, possibly after a 
period of six months depending upon their achievements, this 
should be put to the committee of that section and dealt with. 

A person with no technical knowledge will not stay at a club 
which spends all its time arguing about impedances and outputs. 
This now brings us to the jackpot question " What will interest 
members at club nights? " Several clubs appear to have the 
answer—Cine. 

To produce a sound track for a film of slides is really a 
challenge. Sound effects have to be made, tapes have to be 
edited and spliced to within a fraction of a second, and finally 
the finished product must synchronise with the projector. To 
make a tape of this nature for a film of 20 minutes duration 
could lake up to one hundred man-hours, but there is a sense 
of achievement when it is finished. Whether a member has a 
Grundig Cub or a E.M.I. TR. 52, he can play his part in obtain- 
ing recordings suitable for the film. Reading Cine and Tape 
Recording Society " saw the light" over a year ago, and must 
now be one of the most successful clubs in the country. In this 
month's issue we commence a series of articles on Tape and Cine. 
This may be the answer to your problems. Why not try and 
see how entertaining the result is. and then let us know the 
response from members; all interesting letters will be published. 

♦ * • 
P.S. A letter has gone out this week to all Club Secretaries 

setting out details of the kind of story we like to publish in 
" Club Roundabout ". If any club is thinking of taking up Cine 
as a new venture, we shall be glad to act as a " sorting house " 
to obtain for them Cine Manufacturers' literature on request. 

The Wakcliuld and District Tape Recording Club sponsored a 
tape recording exhibition on October 29lh at the Youth House, 
Wakefield. The main hall was given to manufacturers to 
demonstrate their equipment whilst a smaller hall was used by 
the club to demonstrate tape and slides synchronisation, stereo 
reproduction and a film show by the manufacturers of Irish and 
B.A.S.F. Tapes. Altogether over 1.000 people attended the 
exhibition which again proves the interest of the public in 
this new and interesting hobby. 
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Nusound Recording Company have added to their Thornton 
Heath branch a very smart London Showroom. This is at 35 
Craven Street, Trafalgar Square. We recently called in on 
Mr. G. V. Smith (seen in our photograph), and were impressed 
by the wide range of Tape and Hi-Fi equipment on show. In 
addition to being an appointed Ferrograph dealer, he was able 

to demonstrate to us the famous Ampex recorders. 

CLUB ROUNDABOUT 
The Fi-Cord range of tape recorders and accessories was 

demonstrated at the Bournemouth and Poolc Tape Recording Club 
by Mr. Rendcll and Mr. Lovcgrovc representing the manufacturers. 
The Boumemoulh and New Forest Cine Club were the guests of 
the evening as the demonstration showed how the Fi-Cord could 
be used to record sound for film. The 101 was also featured, 
showing how the modern business man uses midget recorders for 
keeping correspondence matters up to date when travelling through- 
out the country. An open meeting has been arranged for November 
29th, at 7.30 p.m., at the Civil Defence Centre, Holdenhurst Road, 
Bournemouth. Any reader interested in tape recording who would 
like to know more is cordially invited. Secretary: H. R. Jones, 
442, Poole Road, Branksome. Poole. 

• • ♦ 
Allegro Sound Equipment announce that they will be pleased 

to visit any tape recording club and demonstrate their equipment. 
Any secretaries interested in this offer should contact Mr. Rispoli 
at Allegro Sound Equipnicnl, 7. A very Row. Mayfair, London, W.I. 

• * • 
It has been announced that the World Tape Pals Police Round 

Robin Tape Group is no longer in existence. Previous members 
have re-formed under the name liilcrnatinnal Police Tape Recording 
Club, and it is open to serving police officers who are prepared to 
produce a tape every eight weeks giving details of their jobs. 
Already this organisation has members in the Commonwealth and 
the United Stales of America and further particulars can be 
obtained from the United Kingdom secretary, G. F. Q. Brooks, 
Police Station. Bradficld. Reading. 

• • • 
The idea of linking tape with colour slides has met with 

enthusiasm by members of the Reading Cine and Tape Recording 
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makes tape recorder history! 

* Never-before-offered ' features In a quality recorder 

in the medium price range 

Three speeds *n that! 

How's this for a list of 
tape recorder qualities ? 

Three speeds—amplifier compensated at all speeds. 
Simplified ' Piano-Key ' operation. 
Input for gram, and mic. have separate gain controls. 
Monitoring through speaker, with separate monitor 
gain control. 
Superimposition facilities with switch on tape deck. 
Separate on/off switch, and tone and volume 
controls. 
Full size 7" 
closed. 

reels can be accommodated with lid 

THE ROBUK R K 3 

Its features include a featherlight' Piano- 
Key ' operation, 3 speeds and separate 
gain controls for input mixing. 

The introduction of the Robuk RK3 is still the 
most exciting news in the tape recorder field! 

The full specification contains 36 features which 
are normally found only on expensive models 

—yet the three speed RK3 costs only 
36 gns., complete with microphone and long 

playing tape! Never before has a tape recorder 
in this price range, offered so many 

outstanding features! 

| 'please send further information on the Robuk RK3 and a copy of ■ the free • Tape Fun Book' 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

Simplified ' Piano-Key ' Opera- 
tion! Three keys complete the 
opcralinu sequence! RECORD 
. . . REWIND . . . REPLAY! 

^ dmap-1 

"" W CP?!!!!!# '71 
L ^ 

Rim Controls for fingertip 
operation! Neatly grouped . . . 
easily identified! Simple enough 
for a child to operate! 

Sliding door storage compart- 
ment for microphone and spare 
leads! 

Many other features 
Incorporated in the tape deck are additional features 
such as pause control, position indicator, recording level 
indicator, accidental erasure prevention and automatic 
interlock to avoid tape spillage—fast forward and rapid 
rewind speeds. Sockets are also provided for extension 
speaker and external amplifier. 

Free 'Tape Fun Book' 
Offered as part of a drive to introduce all classes of 
families to the pleasure and fun of tape recording, this 
unique booklet lists new ideas for serious collectors as 
well as exciting party games that open up a new field of 
home entertainment. 

Slim design for portability 
Packed for carrying, including the microphone, 7" reel of 
tape, the R K 3 weighs only 23 lbs.! The attractively 
styled, two-tone case in scratchproof, washable plastic, 
measures only 16" x Mi" X 7" deep—a feature/quality 
machine! 

Where to send for information 
Dealers throughout the country will be stocking the 
R K 3 at the time you are reading this announcement. 
Send the coupon below for further information and you 
will also receive a free copy of the 'Tape Fun Book'. 

THREE SPEED 

GNS. 

i i 

The Rabllk QOO 36 

TWIN TRACK 

Today's greatest tape recorder value! 

LONDON • N.I9 ROBUK ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LTD. • 559-561 HOLLOWAY ROAD 
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TAPE CLUBS 
Notes and News—continued 

Society, and several successful evenings have been spent in this 
particular field experimenting with synchronising equipment. A 
tape recording was made by one member, for the Royal Berkshire 
Hospital, of a United Nations Day Service in a local church, and 
it is hoped that more of this type of thing will be done by members 
in the future. Another I.A.C. award has been won by a member 
in the " Abstract and Experimental " section of the recent l.A.C. 
Amateur Film Competition. Various equipment—projectors, 
accessories and screens—has been used for talks on producing slide 
shows, together with the latest Japanese cameras and other cine 
equipment. The Hon. Secretary gave members a talk on " The 
Experiences of a Beginner" in cine filming and showed some of 
his early shots. Details of future meetings can be obtained from 
the Secretary: D. Noycs, 4, Froxfield Avenue, Reading. 

The fifth edition of the bi-monthly record programme 
" Tapcorama" has just been released. The programmes arc 
recorded on single track at 3J i/s and interesting items are 
always welcomed. Further details can be obtained from Mr. M. 
Kcnshaw, 6, S(. Vincent's Close, Girlon, Cambridge. A stamped 
addressed envelope should be enclosed. 

A very poor response to the proposed Cambridge Tape Recording 
Club has been received by M. Renshaw (address given above), but 
efforts will still be made to form a club in this area. It is hoped to 
hold an inaugural meeting early in December and readers interested 
should contact the organiser. 

We have received a letter from a reader who has just purchased 
a tape recorder and would like to exchange tapes with a teenager 
abroad. His machine is fitted with three speeds 1J, 31 and i/s. 
Please contact John Fogcrly, 78, Purflccl Road, Avcrly, Nr. Grays, 
Essex. 

« « • 
During the last month, members of the Nottingham Co-opera- 

tive Amateur Tape Recording Society have visited the main 
station of Rediffusion Ltd., and a telephone exchange in Notting- 
ham. Mr. Parrington has also visited the club and demonstrated 
the range of tape recorders manufactured by Walter Instruments 
Ltd. Many interesting meetings have been arranged for the New 
year: January 5th Talk by K. Fricker; January 12th E.M.I, talk 
and demonstration; January 26th A talk by Mr. J. Palmer on plans 
for a Hospital Service. 

'"THE value of portable tape recorders was demonstrated at a 
J- meeting of the Leicester Tape Recording and Hi-Fi Club, 

when Mr. D. Darbyshirc replayed recordings made on a visit to 
the offices of the Leicester Mercury. The general noise of the 
editorial office and the presses running, served to put the finishing 
touches to an interesting lecture. At a later meeting, Mr. J. 
Buckler gave a talk on the correct way to record weddings, and 
there was a demonstration of splicing by the Secretary for new 
members of the club. Visitors will be welcome at any of the 
Club nights and information can be obtained from Mr. P. Slarrie, 
56, Minehcad Street, Leicester. 

The September meeting of the Johannesburg Hi-Fi Society was 
attended by twenty members and six tape recorders at the Catholic 
Centre, Johannesburg. The Chairman's talk at the beginning of 
the meeting developed into a lecture giving details of the club 
policy proposed by committee members. This was followed by a 
talk by Mr, P. van Wyk on adjustments for four track crosstalk, 
which proved to be of great value to members having four track 

machines. A competition was arranged, but only two entries were 
submitted. As a result it was decided not to award prizes, although 
the tapes were played to members. The mono entry was a recording 
of a zither made by Mr. G. Lawrence, a blind member, and the 
stereo tape featured a recording by Mr. A. Peach of the Pipe 
Band at the Unessa Searchlight Tattoo. We know that clubs in 
this country like to hear how clubs arc organised abroad. Details 
of overseas clubs' activities should be sent to The Editor, The 
Tape Recorder, 99, Mortimer Street, London, W.I. 

At the meeting of the West Middlesex Tape Recording Club, 
held at St. George's Hall, Southall, on Thursday 27th October, 
members had the privilege of hearing three tapes which won prizes 
in the recent National Tape Recording Contest. After hearing the 
tape " Ban the Phon " made by a group of young people, members 
decided to concentrate their efforts and produce an entry for the 
next competition. A visitor to the club for the first time was Mr. 
L. Francis of the Sheen Tape Recording Centre who presented a 
copy of the Hi-Fi Year Book to the library. Plans for a Hospital 
Service arc well advanced, and members are looking forward to 
some interesting work which will bring pleasure to patients. The 
next meeting has been arranged for Thursday, December 8lh, at 
Hampton with a sale of members' surplus equipment. Further 
details can be obtained from H. E. Saunders, 20, Nightingale Road, 
Hampton, Middlesex. 

Mr. D. F. G. Spinks of 82, Rider Haggard Road, Heartsease, 
Norwich, would like to see a tape recording club formed in the 
Norwich area. Any person interested in this new venture should 
write to the above address, enclosing a stamped addressed 
envelope. 

Members of the Harrow Tape Recording Club are hoping to 
enlarge their membership with a drive to attract more tape 
recording enthusiasts in that area. Already they have nearly 
twenty members and with the interesting club nights arranged 
for the next few months it is hoped to double that number. 
At their last meeting held on Thursday 27th October the much- 
travelled Mr. Parrington of Walter Instrument Company gave 
a most interesting talk and demonstration of the Walter range 
of recorders. This meeting was well attended, proving that Mr. 
Parrington certainly " draws the crowds". Having seen how 
popular this type of meeting is the committee have decided to 
contact other manufacturers and already Specto Ltd., have 
offered their services. Details of club nights can be obtained 
from Mrs. T. Fisher, 5 Gloucester Road, North Harrow, 
Middlesex. 
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" Only single track sir, bat it has a siding . . . " 
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WORLD'S LARGEST SALES OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
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IDEAS FOR ^ 

^ TAPE GIFTS 

Up to iOs. Od. "A" It's a safe bet that your tape 
recording friends can never have too much recording tape, and 
tape would make an acceptable present in any price range. Up 
to 10s. you can choose small spools from any of the popular brands 
of tape—3-in. message spools cost from 4s. 6d., and 3i-in. 
spools around 6s. 9d. Accessory tapes are useful too—Agfa Jointing 
Tape at 5s. 6d., Scotch Branch leader tape at 4s. in various colours, 
or E-M.I. tinfoil automatic stop tape, 5s. 6d. A handy way of 
identifying parts of the tape is to use self-adhesive coloured labels, 
and the set of Metro-tabs (3s. 6d.) are particularly suitable. Easy- 
to-follow instructions are a feature of the booklet " How to Splice 
Tape" available, price 2s. 6d. post paid, from "The Tape 
Recorder 

IOs. Od. to £1 ★ Keeping tapes tidy and easily 
accessible is made easier by using " Tape Books," the special con- 
tainers made by the M.S.S. Recording Company, and costing 7s. 6d. 
each. Up to £1 we have a fair choice of tape spools—5-in. at 18s. 
(Standard), or 3i-in. at 17s. (Double Play). The " Bib" Tape 
Splicer, costing 18s. 6d., makes an excellent gift, and for a friend 
who is interested in equipment and specifications, how about the 
1960 Edition of the " Hi-Fi Year Hook price Hs. 6d. post paid, 
from this office? 

' r • v 

£1 to £2 IOs. Od. ★ The dangers of putting noise on 
tapes, due to the heads becoming accidentally magnetised, are 
well known to tape enthusiasts, and an efficient delluxer such as 
the Cinesmith Depolariser, price 35s., is invaluable. Another useful 
accessory is a telephone attachment, which allows both ends of 
conversation to be recorded or " Broadcast." These are made by 
most recorder manufacturers. The T.S.L. Universal Mixer, price 
42s., is just right for the more ambitious enthusiast, as are the 
various tape editing outfits, e.g., the E.M.I. Accessory Kit, price 
37s. 6d. Finally, may we suggest a year's subscription to "The 
Tape Recorder price 21s. per annum, 24s. with index, post paid. 

£2 IOs. Od. to £5 ★ A radio jack extends the useful- 
ness of any tape recorder, and a good example is the Truvox Radio 
Jack, price 68s. 4d. For monitoring purposes good quality 
headphones are always in demand, such as those from S. G. Brown, 
and the Grundig Stethoscope, Type STET 3, price 63s. The Irish 
tape splicer automatically cuts and trims the edges of the tape and 
makes an excellent gift. It costs 67s. 6d. To allow extra long leads, 
or to match low impedance microphones, to the ordinary recorder, 
Grampian manufacture a special microphone matching unit. This 
costs 65s., and steps up 15-30 ohms to high impedance. As a last 
suggestion, we feel sure that every tape recordist would welcome 
an extra microphone and since most likely they now have a crystal, 
a moving coil unit such as the Lustraphonc LD66 at 92s. 6d. is 
recommended. 
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Scotch Accessory Kit 2V.v. 
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E.M.I. Editing Kit 37x. bd. 
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Cinexniilh Depolariser 35.v. 
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Grampian Reflector £5 5s. Truvox Radio Jack 68.v. Ad. 
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High sensitivity 
Wide frequency 
response 
Resistant to stretching 

Moisture proof 
Extra long life 

Give PHILIPS TAPES 

this Christmas 

—the perfect gift for recording enthusiasts, in a 

special Christmas wrapping! 

Any tape recorder owners on your Christmas gift list? Then mark 
them down for some Philips Tapes - the gift every recording 
enthusiast would most like to receive. For Philips Tapes are 

made by a company with vast experience in every 
aspect of sound recording and reproduction, 

plus world-wide resources and 
research facilities. So you can 

be certain you're giving the best 
when you give Philips Tapes. 

And to make your gift 
complete, Philips Tapes in the 
5", 5?" and 7" reel sizes, have 

been specially wrapped for 
Christmas - you have 
only to add the lucky 

recipient's name. Make 
someone really happy this 

Christmas - give them 
gift-wrapped Philips Tapes. 

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LIMITED. CENTURY HOUSE. SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON. W.C.2. 
(PR3668A) 

One of the first Companies to manufacture tape recorders 

in this country proudly announce their new model for 1961 

THE MAGNAFON ZODIAC 

which includes all the latest features for the tape recorder enthusiast 

There are two models: 

THE ZODIAC MARK I 2 TRACK 39 gns. 

THE ZODIAC MARK 2 4 TRACK 45 gns. 

Each model has a collaro studio deck—3 speeds—mixing facilities—superimposing—tone control—pause 
control—tape position indicator—output socket for hi-fi—7" x 4" speaker—inputs for microphone and 
radio/F.M. Tuner. 

Fuller details will be in the next edition of this magazine, 
or go now to your local dealer and see the 1961 tape recorders on show 

MANUFACTURERS—MAGNAFON & CO., 3 BAGGELLY STREET, E.3 
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS—R. MARKING & CO. LTD., 197 STREATHAM ROAD, MITCHAM Tel: MITCHAM 7116 
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By David Kinglake 

SHAKESPEARE'S 

SOUND EFFECTS ARE 

O.K. FOR TAPE 

" CTRIKE, 1 say!" So orders Richard III in Act Four of 
Shakespeare's play, and what a nice little problem for the 

sound effects boys. Especially as it is preceeded by the instruction 
" Enter King Richard and his train, marching." 

I quote these lines and instructions to illustrate the idea that 
Shakespeare's plays, although admittedly more difficult than the 
usual run of " Tape Drama," are eminently suitable for portrayal 
in sound. There will come a time in the progress of those clubs 
who have a strong dramatic section when they will tire of doing 
plays written only for the sake of sound effects, and will aspire to 
greater things, and a good sound script is not so easy to find. Of 
course there are plenty of plays about, but once resolved, these 
usually turn out to require some special visual effects, the only 
necessary sounds being tinkling tea-cups and telephones, and 
there is little in either the instructions or the dialogue to suggest 
more. 

Apart from the fact that Shakespeare's plays are not of the 
" drawing-room " variety, we must also remember that they were 
written to be performed on a stage quite devoid of scenery of any 
kind; and yet the scenes were set in many places under many 
different conditions. And it is this fact that helps us, for we can 
find all the necessary description in the dialogue itself, and with 
the use of imagination and technical experience can reproduce in 
sound many of those conditions, as I shall attempt to illustrate 
later. 

Except for those clubs operating in conjunction with a dramatic 
society, a complete play would probably be out of the question, 
but one or two carefully chosen scenes could well bring about 
some interesting, instructive and entertaining results. Perhaps a 
short analysis would illustrate better what 1 mean; let us take a 
very well-known scene, Act One Scene 4 of " Hamlet," and try 
to resolve it into it's sonic possibilities. 

Firstly: where is it set? Most copies say " The Platform," this 
being on the castle walls. We know that the sea is close by— 
references arc made to it in this scene—and this gives us our first 
background effect—distant sea. Then the first two lines:— 

"Hamlet: The air biles shrewdly, it is very cold. 
Horatio: It is a nipping and an eager air." 

tell us the weather conditions. We apply a little imagination, and 
knowing the mood of the scene, finally decide on a whining, thin, 
almost unearthly whistling wind, mixed with the sea noise. 
Already we have shown position, atmosphere and mood. The next 
lines:— 

" Hamlet: What hour now? 
Horatio: I think it lacks of twelve. 
Marcetlus: No, it is struck." 

suggest our opening effect—church bells, from a distance, heard 
firstly below, and then above, our eerie opening music. This 
could fade at about bell No. 10, leaving the two remaining bells 
to strike above the sea and wind noise and a slight pause for 
effect, after which we have the clatter of boots on stone, and the 
arrival of the characters. Two lines further on are the instructions 
" A flourish of trumpets, and ordnance is shot off." Further on 
still is the arrival of the ghost. How about building the wind 

y 
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The author (left) directs a students' production while the sound 
mixer controls a slow fade. The actors are in an adjoining 
sound-proof room. (Photo by courtesy of the Central School of 

Speech and Drama). 

noise here, with more music, or slow drums? This is followed by 
Hamlet's struggle with the other two, and his retreating footsteps 
following the ghost. In the next scene, of course, the ghost speaks. 

I feel sure I must have made my point by now, for if sea, wind, 
bells, footsteps, trumpets, cannon, struggles, drums and ghostly 
voices all within two short scenes aren't enough for the enthusiasts 
. . . well! 

If your actors are uneasy about Shakespeare, but your 
technical boys are interested, why not try a joint effort with a keen 
dramatic society, who might be only too willing to play? 

There are plenty more scenes which are possible. Try "Julius 
Caesar" Act Five, Scenes 2, 3, 4 and 5, which is the battle— 
horses, fights, shouts, alarums, excursions etc. Or the first scene 
of " The Tempest" which, although short, needs some carefully 
controlled sea, wind, storm, and boat noises, creaking rigging, 
flapping sails-—all apart from the shouting in the script! There 
is also quite a lot in " Macbeth," and the " Henry " plays, and 
many others. 

With careful reading, judicous cutting, and the application of 
thought, a producer/technician could make an interesting and 
quite exciting tape, let alone the fact that the experience gained in 
the process would be large. And it's great fun doing it, anyway. 

PORTABLE RECORDER TAPE TRANSPORT KIT 
as described in this issue. 

Magnetic record-play head with .25 thou, gap and double 
windings  26/- 

Head plate with tape guides and pressure pad ... 10/- 
Supply reel spindle and bracket  5/- 
Take up plate for turntable   5/- 
3J inch reel of double play tape  16/- 
3} inch empty reel ...   3/- 
Spring wound motor and turntable with all accessories 35/- 
Reprints of early articles " Twenty experiments in Magnetic 

Recording " free with above kit or If- post free. 

TUTCHINGS ELECTRONICS LTD., 
14 ROOK HILL ROAD, FRIARS CLIFF, CHRISTCHURCH, HANTS 
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Taiullwiy SERIES 

Stereo Tape Deck 

r " V 

3 speeds a tracks 3 heads 

The Tandberg Series 6 is a "no compromise" in- 
strument capable of delivering consistently fine 
"professional" quality when used with comparable, 
amplifier and speaker systems. v 

o 

& 

/ 

Ic'l"*--. 
•s 

-Vrr-,« 

FEATURES INCLUDE:— 
• Frcc-Stonding or Build-in Teak Cabinet 
• Flawless Technical Specification 
• High and low level mixer inputs & cathode follower 

outputs 
• Two Recording and Two Playback Amplifiers 
• "On and Off the tape" monitoring 
• Sound-on-Sound Simultaneous record and playback 

RETAIL. PRICE 11 O g n s. 
From Specialist Tope Recorder and Hi-Fi Dealers 

Taiulhmi gb 

ELSTONE ELECTRONICS LTD • EDWARD STREET ■ TEMPLAR STREET ■ LEEDS 2 • Tel: Leeds 3-5111 (7 lines) 

DOWN comes the cost of recording 

with the NEW 

irish. TAPE 

'rish 

insh ■ 

Message Tape—Standard Play 

ONLY 4/11 

Irish '195' (similar electro-magnetic 
specification to '196') mounted on 
3" unbreakable spool for mailing— 
130 ft. Fitted leaders and stop foils. 

Irish 196 Long-Play Acetate-base Tape brings high quality recording and listening at a new 
low price. As with all Irish Tapes, 196 quality is more than "Sound-Deep"—j times better 
in fact:— 

★ Only 24/6 for 5" reel (900-ft.), 27/- for Sf reel (I ISO ft.), 
39/6 for 7" reel (1800 ft.). 

Fitted with leaders and stop foils. 

•jr All Irish 196 tape is splice-free. 

•fa Exceptionally high tensile strength. 

High performance reproduction. 

WILMEX (DISTRIBUTORS) LTD. 

ST. STEPHEN'S HOUSE • WESTMINSTER • LONDON 

Telephone: WHITEHALL 3213/4 
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tape recorder workbench 

Practical suggestions for the tape handyman. .by A. Bartlett Still 

No. 18 - AN EQUALISED PLAYBACK AMPLIFIER 

T AST month I tried to give some idea of the reasons behind 
this business of equalisation as applied to a tape recorder. 

1 concluded by explaining how an international committee had 
issued their recommendations as to the manner in which equali- 
sation should be applied. At first sight the dealings of an 
international body set up to assist radio organisations can be 
of little interest or importance to the owner of a domestic tape 
recorder. Nevertheless, if you are to achieve satisfactory play- 
back of any of the numerous tape records now on the market, 
your machine should replay to the " C.C.I.R. characteristic". 

C.C.I.R. characteristic defined 
This characteristic, defined as a response according to the law 

of a resistance/capacity combination having a time constant of 
100 microseconds (for 7i i/s tape speed), is shown by the full 
line in fig. 1. At the time (1953) 10 Kc/s was considered to be 
the top limit of frequency at this tape speed, but the line may be 
extended if it is considered desirable. A " C.C.I.R. Test Tape " 
is one on which a number of single frequency notes arc recorded 
in such a manner that the replay will be level if the response is 
correct. 

It may be remembered that the definition was qualified by 
the phrase " assuming an ideal headIn view of the effects 

time constant of 100 microseconds, but I have allowed for it 
to be adjustable over a small range. On the completed unit, this 
control will allow the frequency response to be adjusted on test 
over the part of the spectrum below I kc/s. The peak in response 

+ 5 
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of gap loss and head loss (far from ideal) the playback response 
will be modified as in the doited line, and this variation will be 
individual to the particular machine, or, rather, the playback 
head. 

A circuit that 1 have used successfully as an equalised playback 
amplifier is given in fig. 2. This was built on a chassis measuring 

x 2^ x Ij- in. deep, and this was mounted (using a three- 
head deck) upside down immediately under the deck to keep the 
leads from the head as short as possible. 

The circuit 
Examination of the circuit will show that the first stage is 

similar to the circuit I gave, some three months ago. of a single 
valve prc-amplificr. Its function here is to amplify the head 
signal to a level where it can be frequency corrected at a reason- 
able signal-to-noise ratio. As before, the input is shown suitable 
for an input with both leads from the head isolated from earth, 
and separately screened. In the case of a single screened lead 
from the playback head, the inner should bo connected to the 
upper grid lead, and the screen earthed. 

The second valve, a double triode, is designed to provide further 
amplification and to produce the frequency response of fig. I. The 
basic 6 dB/octave slope is provided by the resistance/capacity 
network in the feed back line. By definition, this should have a 
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towards the upper end is provided by the coil and capacity network 
connected to the cathode of the first triode. A coil, designed for 
just this purpose, is available from Tcletron for a few shillings, 
and is well worth buying. It is provided with an adjustable dust 
iron core so that the circuit can be tuned to peak at the correct 
frequency, which will itself be determined by the effective gap 
width of the head, and must be found by trial and error. The 
preset resistor sets the magnitude of the effect produced by this 
circuit, i.e. the height of the hump on the curve, and so virtually 
any playback head can be accommodated. If a tape speed of 3} 
i/s is used, the frequency at which the gap effect is noticeable is 
reduced. To cater for this, an additional capacitor should be 
switched in as shown. 

This amplifier is capable of producing the volts required to 
drive a simple single-ended output stage. If the signal is to be 
fed to a good quality power amplifier, a simple resistive attenuator 
unit should be used to adjust the level. 

In later articles I hope to extend this subject and consider the 
recording process, but I shall first devote some space to other 
queries that readers have raised, the first of these being the 
inclusion of equipment in a tape recorder to measure bias current. 
In the meantime, may I conclude by wishing, to all my readers, a 
very sincere good wish for the Christmas season. 

THE CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING COMIVIISSION 

Christian Tape 

Recording Enthusiasts 
required to organise and operate on a voluntary basis 

REGIONAL LIBRARIES of Recorded Programmes 
for 

CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, FACTORIES, etc. 

Enquiries, and offers of service will he welcomed by the: 
Secretary-General, Christian Broadcasting Commission, 

Hawkley Studios, Nr. Liss, Hants. Tel. Blackmoor 351 & 352 
The C.B.C. is a newly formed infcrdcnominational. non-profil making 
organisation. Write for descriptive booklet "Announcing the C.B.C." 
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By A. Tutchings 

BUILD THIS REALLY PORTABLE RECORDER 

PART ONE-THE SPECIFICATION AND THE CLOCKWORK MOTOR 

A LITTLE over a year ago I wrote some articles on simple 
transistor circuits, and described an elementary tape trans- 

port mechanism for a scries of experiments which were designed 
to teach, in a "do it yourself" fashion, the basic principles 
of magnetic recording. I made available a kit of parts including 
a microphone/headphone unit, a record/play head, and a plug- 
in transistor and base, so that all students could use identical 
parts with known characteristics. I was quite overwhelmed at 
the interest shown, and soon expanded the transistor kits to 
include all components down to the last nut and screw. Later 
still there was a demand for the hardwear, such as the head 
plate with guides and pressure pad, the supply reel spindle and 
bracket, and the turntable take-up plate. The original experi- 
ments used a gramophone motor as the prime mover, and a 
radio set as the power amplifier and loudspeaker. The output 
of the transistor preamplifier was fed to the P.U. terminals, and 
the bias oscillator record unit from the EXT.LS. terminals of 
the set. Since then, many letters have come in asking if it 
would be possible to add a further transistor amplifier and a 
clockwork gramophone motor so that a truly portable recorder 
could bo made which would be completely independent of the 
mains supply, and could be used for interviews and the collection 
of sound clfccts, etc., in the field. 

llic specification 

During the summer, I made up several such units, and was 
very intrigued by the results obtained. A photograph is shown 
of an early prototype which used a converted acoustic gramo- 
phone for the motor and case. I came to the conclusion that 
the biggest demand for such a unit would be from enthusiasts 
who already owned a mains-operated recorder and microphone 
of adequate quality, and who would like portable recorder 
facilities if the cost could be kept low enough. I then drew 
up the following specification for such a unit: 

(I) Cost of all parts excluding case to be well under £10, (2) 
A spring-wound motor to be used which would allow a 4 to 
5 minute recording to be made without winding, and which 
could be wound whilst recording without introducing speed 
variations. (3) Tape speed and equalisation need not be standard, 
and could in fact vary throughout the reel; the slight quality 
change could be compensated during replay or re-recording. 
This assumption that all recordings made on the portable gear 
will be replayed on the same equipment and re-recorded on 
the home recorder is quite fundamental, and accounts for the 
vast simplicity and low cost of the unit. 

(4) No erasing facilities to he provided, it being assumed that 
the tape would be bulk erased or erased on the home recorder. 

High frequency bias would however be used to keep background 
noise and distortion down to a very low level, (5) No rewind 
to be fitted, it again being assumed that any rewinding required 
could bo done by hand or on the home machine, (6) All 
electronics to be transistorised and battery replacement costs to 
be kept low, (7) All parts in the earlier kits to be used so that 
further outlay would be low. 

(8) Wow and fiuttcr to be low enough to be completely 
undetcctable on speech or sound effects, and music recording to 
be satisfactory for casual listening or background effect, (9) 
Recorded frequency response to be limited only by that of the 
microphone used. With a professional 600-ohm microphone 
recordings of BBC quality should be obtained, (10) Background 

'--tac 
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Layout and construction are clearly shown in this photograph. 
noise should be at least lOdB below the lowest ambient acoustic 
background noise encountered in the field, (II) Mean recording 
level to be 20dB below peak recording level (instead of the 
normal l2dB) so that loud sounds will not overload the tape. 
This is possible due to the extreme quietness of the battery- 
operated transistor circuits used for record and replay. The 
very wide dynamic range allows recording without a gain 
control or volume indicator, (12) Mechanical noise to be low 
so that recording is possible in a confined space such as a car 
without acoustic pick-up of recorder motor noise. 

I feel that I have now succeeded in meeting this specification 
but as it is extremely difficult to be sufficiently critical about 
one's own " brain child ". I have recorded a reel of miscellaneous 
sound effects including music, train, traffic, and speech under a 
wide variety of conditions and sent it to the Editor for his own 
unbiased appraisal.* I used an S.T. & C. "ball and biscuit" 

'The author's tape was duly received at this 
office, in the form of a fixed ifs full-track 
copy. Replayed on semi-professional equip- 
ment, this gave results noticeably better than 
that obtained on the cheaper domestic re- 
corders, showing that this clockwork portable 
does justice to the high quality microphone. 
(Editor). The photograph on the left shows 
the supply reel spindle, turntable plate, and 

record! replay head assembly. 
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A REALLY 

PORTABLE 

RECORDER 

Continued 

The photograph {right) shows the prototype 
of this new do-it-yourself clockwork recorder. 
It used a converted acoustic gramophone, and 
first results were so encouraging that a full- 
scale specification could be drawn up imme- 
diately. Simple transistor circuitry is to be 
used, and the other principal features are:— 
no erase facilities, non-constant speed, and 
loudspeaker playback to be an optional extra, 

to keep weight to a minimum. 

microphone, which gives a wide enough response to show the 
capabilities of the portable recorder, and the gain of the record- 
ing amplifier was fixed. 

Now, how is it all done? One of the photographs shows the 
hardwear: (a) A supply reel spindle and bracket complete with 
felt pad which supports the supply reel and provides a slight 
back tension by gravity and friction between the reel and the 
felt disc, (b) A record/play head mounted on a plate with guides 
and pressure pad, (c) The turntable plate which sits on the 
turntable like a record and holds the take-up reel in such a way 
that it runs true and picks up enough torque from the turntable 
to transport the tape without slippage. 

Another photograph shows how these parLs are mounted near, 
and on, the turntable to move the tape. 31-in. reels and double- 
play tape are used, and at a turntable speed of 78 r.p.m. a 
10 minute recording can be made on each track of the tape, 
giving 20 minutes in all. 

I have found that a cheap plastic- or rcxine-covered suitcase 
is very suitable for housing the recorder, and that it is wise to 
leave plenty of room for microphone cables, spare tape, etc. 
The minimum dimensions of the motor board are II in. X 14 in., 
and the overall depth, to clear the motor underneath and the 
tape reels above, is 41 in. The turntable acts as a fairly massive 
flywheel, and the recorder must be relatively static while record- 
ing; any sudden movement will lend to move the head around 
the turntable with resultant wow and obvious speed llucluations. 
For those who want a more compact unit which can be slung 
on a shoulder strap and operated whilst walking or in fairly 
violent motion, the turntable can be discarded and the take-up 
plate mounted directly on the motor spindle. The short-term 
speed variations are increased due to lack of the smoothing 
provided by the turntable mass and inertia, but the smaller unit 
is perfectly adequate for recording speech and most sound 
effects. The complete recorder in this form need be no larger 
than 51 in. x 8 in. x 41 in. 

Deck Layouts- 
The sample transport units illustrated by the photographs 

are mounted on hardboard panels, but wood or metal 
could be used. Layout and construction are self evident, and the 
only critical point to watch is that the height of the 
supply reel, tape guide plate, and turntable be adjusted so that 
the tape runs parallel to the motor board and does 
not foul the cheeks of the tape reels. The tape should 
run midway between the reel flanges so that, even if the reels 
run slightly untrue, the tape winds evenly on the reel centre 
without touching any other part of the reel or turntable. I used 
half a cotton reel to support the take-up plate on the smaller 
unit, but those of you with access to a lathe may prefer to 
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turn up an aluminium or brass adaptor. A heavy -J-in. brass 
disc would be most suitable as it would add inertia smoothing 
to the take-up and ensure a performance only slightly inferior 
to the more bulky turntable. 

At this point I think it wise to pause and consider our future 
programme. The transistor electronics, to be described in Part 2, 
will allow recording on the above tape transport mechanism 
from any microphone with a medium impedance between 200 
and 2,000 ohms, 600 ohms being optimum. The mic/headphone 
unit will be used for earphone monitoring of a recorded tape 
in the field, and the level and quality will be adequate to judge 
whether a recording is satisfactory. It is suggested that the 
same electromagnetic transducer be used as a microphone for 
the early experiments until recordings are obtained which are 
obviously limited by the response and sensitivity of this micro- 
phone. At this point, details will be given of suitable impedance 
matching units which will allow belter-quality microphones to 
be used. The mic/headphone unit will not be wasted as it will 
still be used as an earphone, or as a second speech-quality 
microphone. 

The playback equalisation will be made variable to compen- 
sate for the change in tape speed from the beginning to the end 
of the reel. The starting speed is about 5 i/s and rises to about 
15i/s near the end of the reel. The mean playback level will 
bo in the order of 100 to 200 milli-volls so that it will feed into 
the radio input of any tape recorder, or the pickup terminals 
of any radio set or amplifier. 

Finally, for those who want loudspeaker playback in the field, 
a transistor power amplifier will be described which can be built 
into the portable recorder case, or made up as a separate unit 
to plug in as required. 

^ » 
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Illustrating an alternative version of the recorder, aiming at a 
minimum lop area. The tape must run parallel to the dedk. 
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Chitnis 4-track 

STEREOPHONIC 

RECORDER 9/S4K 

r- 

truest to 

the original 

There is no doubt about which recorder you will buy when 
you see and hear this 4-track Stereophonic Model. It 
has so much to offer both to professional and domestic 
users alike. The incorporation of world-famous 
Bogen heads with an advanced powerful twin amplifier system 
provide sensationally brilliant standards of reproduction 
at a tape speed of only 3J inches per second. 
Mechanically, too, the Chitnis 9/S4K is a masterpiece of 
efficiency and dependability. Response to all controls is 
instantaneous; a self-locking arrangement prevents 
accidental erasure of wanted material. YOU 
CAN USE THIS RECORDER FOR STEREO OR MONO 
AS REQUIRED, and four track facilities double the 
playing time of each reel and halve your tape costs. Controls 
are very well positioned, and the complete instrument 
(with its own built-in loudspeaker for monitoring, 
etc.) is housed within a case of remarkable 
compactness and elegant modernity. 

62 

FOR STEREO 
OR MONO 
BOGEN HEADS 
PAPST MOTOR 

GNS 3J i.p.s. 
15-ohm OUTLETS 

RESPONSE 30-l6,000c/s 
± 3dB at i.p.s. 

INPUTS Radio(2) Pick-up 
(2) Microphone (2). 

OUTPUTS 2 at 15 ohms; 
2 at 5 ohms; two low level. 

SIGNAL-NOISE RATIO 
better than 55 dB. 

Counter, recording level indicator, pause, superimpose, etc., etc. 
Size 13" x IOJ"x 6". 

CIUTXIS ELECTKOXICS LTD 
I, LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C.2 

Telephone: CO Vent Garden 1918/9 

Happiness in the 

Home 

A FERROGRAPH for Christmas ! 
Although these fine Recorders are invari- 
ably in short supply, we have the range 
for immediate delivery NOW I You are 
invited to visit us to see and hear the 
incomparable FERROGRAPH. 
To all our Customers we wish a most happy 
Christmas and a prosperous New Year. 

NUSOUND RECORDING COMPANY 

»CP ■ ■ 

A 

M/M 

Geoffrey V. Smith 

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 

A*? RfcoaDEiv TAPE sts Spe 
lerrcftraph ■> 

"N APPOINTE 
DEALEAS 

35 CRAVINST 
TitAFALGAR 5Q. 

AMPEX 
It is with pride that we 
announce we have for 
demonstration a selec- 
tion of Tape Recorders 
produced by the AMPEX 
CORPORATION. You are 
cordially invited to see 
and hear these fine in- 
struments at our new 
London Showroom. 
IT PAYS TO DEAL WITH 

A SPECIALIST 

MEllo SJUNO THE IDEAL GIFTS 

FOR ALL TAPE ENTHUSIASTS 

THE METRO-SOUND RANGE OF TAPE 
RECORDER ACCESSORIES 

KLENZATAPE—for cleaning Tape Recorder Heads 
Complete kit, 12/6d. Fluid Refills, 3/1 Id. 

METRO-SPLICER—for both Recording Tape and 
8 mm. Cine-Film—Complete with Film Emulsion 
Scraper and spare Cutting Unit, 15/-. 
Spare Scrapers, 1/-. Spare Cutting Units 2/6d. 

The Original METRO-TABS—for making positive 
identification of Recordings AT A GLANCE— 
3/lld. complete with Index. 

Tape Deck Cleaning Brush—made from specially 
shaped feather-soft non-scratch Nylon, 2/6d. each. 

The above Hems now complete with many spares 
in the 

METRO-SOUND PRESENTATION SET 
lavishly mounted and luxuriously packaged for 
only £2 2s. Od. (Normal Total Retail Value 

£2 4s. 9d.). 

Sole Manufacturers: 

The METRO-SOUND Mfg. Co. Ltd. 
19a Buckingham Road, London, N.I. (CLIssold 8506/7) 
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Readers9 Problems 

Extension Loudspeakers 
Dear Sir:—I have been a reader of your magazine since I 

found it was more explanatory than competitive mags., but 1 am 
rather surprised that so little about speakers is published, 
especially as it appears an agreed point that " Domestic " port- 
table tape recorders do not give of their best through the small 
speakers incorporated in the sets. 

I am purely a " Domestic" enthusiast, taping and replaying 
through a radio set, with an occasional " live " experiment, and 
know little of the technicalities involved, but understand one 
must ensure that any extension speakers purchased must match 
the output of the recorder. I feel it would be in the manu- 
facturers' interests to recommend and/or market a medium 
priced speaker cabinet suitable for their products. 

Personally I would like to purchase a set of three matched 
speakers with crossover unit and drawings or full details of a 
suitable cabinet, as, like myself, there must be many handy-men 
capable of woodwork, but who fight shy of electrical equipment, 
who could afford a better quality speaker by economising on the 
cabinet. 1 have a Telcfunken 85KL and have so far been unable 
to find out what the ohms output at the extension speaker socket 
is and would be very grateful of any information you could offer. 

Yours sincerely, W.T.R., London. 

We are inclined to agree with you thai tape recorder manu- 
facturers could usefully recommend and for manufacture add-on 
external loudspeakers to match their machines. Of course, some 
of them already do this,—as witness the Grundig external loud- 
speaker Type. 

The Tele fun ken S5KL extension speaker socket is rated at 
15 ohms (from serial No. 827832 onwards) any reputable loud- 
speaker manufacturer will be able to supply a suitable unit for 
this and I or drawings of enclosures. As a final note, however, 
we would warn against buying or building loo elaborate a loud- 
speaker unless you plan at the same lime to use a high fidelity 
amplifier which matches the speaker in performance and power 
output. 

• * • 

Linear and " Log " Volume Controls 
Dear Sir:—Please will you explain the terms " linear " and 

" logarithmic" as applied to volume controls and tell me what 
would be the effect of using a " lin " control in place of a " log " 
one. Also, when recording with either of two crystal mikes I'm 
getting hum on the tape, whereas using a Simon " Cadenza " 
ribbon instrument in high impedance condition no hum is 
present. I've tried the customary idea of reversing the leads and 
have made sure that there is a good earth between the input 
socket and the mains connection. 

As the recorder, an Elon JC20. is nearly four years old could 
this be due to valve trouble or perhaps you can make other 
suggestions. Yours faithfully, H.C.. Harrogalc, Yorks. 

The terms " linear" and " logarithmic " refer to the rale at 
which the volume control introduces loss for a given angle of 
rotation of the control knob. In the case of a linear volume con- 
trol, the rate is constant, so that at the mid-way position the 
resistance in circuit is exactly half the nominal value, and any 
intermediate selling introduces a proportionate fraction of the 
whole. 

Turning up logarithmic volume control lakes out resistance at 
a continually varying rate, gradually at first and then in sleeper 
amounts. This conforms more closely with the ear's estimate of 
equal changes in loudness, and gives a smoother control of 
volume over the whole range. A number of " tapers" are in 
existence, but in this country it is usual to have about 3% re- 
sistance at 20% rotation, and 10% at 50% rotation. 

Using a linear control insaead of a logarithmic one would 
give less fine control at low volume sellings, but would not 

constitute a serious nuisance except when fading up or down— 
as in mixing one programme source with another. 

You do not say whether you are using a long lead with the 
crystal microphones, but it must be admitted that high impedance 
types are prone to hum pickup unless screening is carefully pre- 
served over the whole length of the " live" lead. It is unlikely 
that the amplifier valves are to blame. 

• • • 
A Bias/Erase Query 

Dear Sir:—When I was reading your reply to the question 
titled " Simple Erase Cut-out" (September issue) two questions 
crossed my mind. No doubt I have gone wrong somewhere. 
But if the erase current at 40 Kc/s is put on to tape by the 
same principle as the recording, surely this would mean a 
belter head than the actual recording head—but this is not 
the case. How come? Secondly, if the bias at the same 
frequency (reduced power) can partially erase a signal already 
on tape, why not feed it at full power? Surely then an erase 
head would not be needed. Yours sincerely, R.A.I)., Bristol. 

The falling off in high frequency response, which is a feature 
of the tape recording medium, lakes place mainly at the time 
of replaying, and so I be bias component in the combined 
signal fed in at the lime of recording is in fad impressed on 
the tape though, perhaps, at a much reduced volume. 

Of course your second suggestion that the erase signal should 
he fed through the recording head is impracticable since, at 
the power needed, the erase signal would swamp the signal to 
be recorded. Normally if erasure is to accompany recording 
a separate erase head is required, and this must be situated 
at some point before the tape passes the recording head. 

" There's a NEW 

KORTIMG 4-TRACK 

STEREO RECORDER 

just out, and they say 

it's simply sensational" 

It's got a spec, that reads like a pro- 
fessional man's dream. 2-speeds. (3J & 
7J) separate heads and amplifier for 
direct monitoring. Echo, super-impose 
and true synchro facilities. Low noise 
transistorised pre-amp stages. Separ- 
ate tone controls. 4 tracks (naturally) 
and smarter and better than anything 
Kdrting have ever done yet. Price 85 gns. 
Leading stockists sell the MT, 127. Send 
to us for full descriptive leaflet. 

Trade enquiries invited 

TECHNICAL SUPPLIERS LIMITED 
HUDSON HOUSE, 63, GOLDHAWK RD., LONDON, W.I2 

Telephone—SHEpherds Bush 2581 and 4794 
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By John Borwick 

TAPING A SOUND 

TRACK FOR SLIDES 

HOW TO COMBINE TAPE RECORDING WITH COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY 

AN enormous number of tape recording enthusiasts are also 
pretty handy with a camera, and now that Colour Photo- 

graphy has advanced so far in technique a high percentage of 
these must now be " shooting" in colour. The economics of 
colour photography is such that most people use Colour Positive 
films, which produce transparencies or slides. These cost approxi- 
mately one shilling each, which compares very favourably with 
the cost of producing a single black-and-white Enprint, whereas 
colour prints are just about four times as costly. 

The usual Home Slide Show is not exactly professional in its 
approach, with the slides being shown in any old order: some- 
times upside down or with the writing around the wrong way! 
Another difficulty, which taxes the patience of the audience 
somewhat, is that the spontaneous commentator will very often 
forget some titbit of information until it is too late and the next 
slide is already on the screen. 

Use tape 
If a tape recorder can be got hold of, the whole position 

is changed. A commentary can be pre-recorded and played in 
step with the changing of the slides producing an entertainment 
for the eyes and ears. The tape " remembers" the exact time 
and place of all the photographs, it knits the whole show together, 
and. when suitable music and a few family recordings are added, 
something approaching a full scale show is produced, I would 
urge anyone reading this article who possesses both a slide 
projector and a tape recorder to get down to it in the next few 
weeks so that he can have a slide show with sound in time for 
Christmas. It involves quite a bit of work, of course, but the 
whole family will enjoy joining in a creative team effort. 

The tape soundtrack has one enormous advantage—that it 
imposes discipline. It tends to make you select only the best 
photographs, and it forces you to put them into some sort of 
logical sequence. Then the commentary tells the story in a 
reasonable order. In other words, it makes you plan the thing. 

A useful working procedure which I have used to advantage 
is as follows:—Select and arrange the slides in a reasonable 
sequence, putting in duplicates and doubtful slides at the same 
time, and then have a dummy run at which a number of things 

■w- 

The Stuzzi Tricorder—-shown here coupled lo a Paximal 
Electric projector—is an example of a recorder which in- 

corporates metal foil synchronised slide changing. 

can be decided. Firstly, the less pleasing slides can be voted 
out, and the best order for the remainder can be fixed. It is 
a good idea then to number the slides in the top right-hand 
corner, so that they can easily be loaded in order to appear the 
right way round. Another decision relates to the duration which 
each slide seems to merit. It is surprising how the time varies 
to get an artistic, well balanced show, and you can use a stop 
watch to judge this, or the second hand of an ordinary watch. 
A slide full of interesting detail, or about which there is an 
anecdote, might have to stay on the screen for 30 seconds, or 
more, while others may flash through in five or ten seconds. In 
general planning it is quite good to allow an average of about 
20 seconds per slide which will call for approximately 40 words 
of commentary each. 

Once all the timings have been decided, you should write the 
commentary to fit, and read it over aloud to make sure there 
are no tongue-twisters or sentences that go on for such a long 
time that you run out of breath. It is a very good idea to 
introduce a few short sequences of three or four slides—as in 
strip cartoons, or these " Next Morning in the Manager's Office " 
type of advertisement. These will help to break up too regular 
doses of pictorial subjects, and can help the overall shape of 
the complete show. 

The commentary 

On the subject of making the commentary, it should be noted 
that there are a number of ways of recording this. If you are 
able to produce a fairly reasonable and spontaneous sounding 
talk while reading, this procedure will be best; but if the speech 
sounds too stiff, or if part of the commentary is by young 
children, you might try recording impromptu while the slides arc 
actually being shown. I found this quite easy to arrange. I set 
up the microphone while my young son chatted about each slide 
to a number of friends. The resultant tape needed a fair amount 
of editing, but it did produce a useful amount of natural, descrip- 
tive speech. It is true that, using this method, the sound of the 
projector cooling fan is picked up by the microphone at the 
same lime. Using a ribbon microphone, placed so that its dead 
angle faced towards the projector reduced the noise considerably. 
In any case it was realised that this tape would not normally 
be listened to except when the projector was running, so that 
the sound of the live projector effectively masked the recorded 
one. 

However the speech is to be recorded, there comes the question 
of adding music. Assuming that a 2-channel mixer is available, 
or that the tape recorder itself possesses facilities for mixing 2 
inputs (as in the case of the Simon SP4 used by the author), it 
will be possible to make a highly artistic job of fading in 
and out the music according to the timings previously arrived 
at, with the commentary spoken on a visual cue from the mixing 
operator. Ideally, the person carrying out the mixing could wear 
headphones, so that the music from disc or tape was heard by 
him alone, and the speech only would be picked up by the 
microphone. 

If no mixer can be got hold of, a highly satisfactory montage 
of speech and music can still be obtained by " Broadcasting " the 
music over a loudspeaker. It is true that the recorded quality 
of the music may never be so good with this arrangement, and 
yet, provided a fairly good microphone is used and you carry 
out a few experiments to find out the best relative positions for 
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TAPING A SOUND 

TRACK FOR SLIDES 

cont. 

the loudspeaker microphone and commenlalor, the total effect 
can be very pleasing. At best, the slightly distant sound of the 
music due to the room acoustics imparts the kind of spacious 
effect which is deliberately employed on much background music 
for films. 

Synchronising 
When you have finally recorded the sound track, and tidied 

up the tape where necessary, you must decide how to operate the 
slide projector so that the required slide is shown on the screen 
in exact time with the commentary and music. There are at 
least three systems in current use which automatically guarantee 
exact synchronisation. Firstly, in the Agfa method, short lengths 
of self-adhesive metal foil must be attached to the front, shiny 
side of the tape wherever a slide change is required. The tape 
then runs past a special guide, which is fastened on to the tape 
deck by its suction cap, and possesses electric contacts which 
change the slides automatically. Readers will recognise this metal 
foil system as being that fitted to a number of tape recorders 
to give automatic stop and track change at the beginning and 
end of reels. 

Secondly, there is the Zeiss method whereby short bursts of 
supersonic tone are recorded on the tape—ideally on a separate 
track—and these trip a relay to operate the slide change mechan- 
ism. Finally, a number of projectors, including the Liesegang, 
incorporate an automatic switch arrangement which can be 
adjusted to change slides at fixed time intervals from a few 
seconds up to half a minute. In this case it would be necessary 
to record the sound track to fit in with this time exactly. 
Readers may have seen this principle used in a number of 
Sound/Slide Demonstrations, for example, at this year's London 
Audio Fair. 

These automatic systems are fairly expensive, and the reader 
who has not got unlimited resources will be quick to see that 
they do not improve the quality of the pictures anyway—they 
simply remove some of the hard work, and the slight risk of 
the manual operator developing cramp! Changing slides by hand 
is a fairly easy operation, once you have had a bit of practice. 
You can lake the cue from the sound track in a number of ways. 
Perhaps, you can trust to memory or refer to a cue sheet. 
Alternatively, you can arrange that the fading down of the music 
is the cue for a change of slide. I prefer to have a cue which 
is more positive than this, and have tried out a number of 
suggestions, including putting a click on the tape, such as that 
from a ball-point pen plunger, or even the sound of the front 
door bell, but finally decided that the sound of the slide lever 
itself was the most natural cue. This may be recorded on the 
tape by the commentator himself (without the cooler fan running), 
and it gives a good clear cue to the operator without being very 
distracting since it is immediately followed by the live sound of 
changing slides in any case. 

When setting up a slide show it is best to place the loudspeaker 
as near the screen as possible without, of course, allowing the 
screen to come between the loudspeaker and the audience. You 
may be using the loudspeaker built into the tape recorder itself, 
but this is no handicap since once the tape has been switched 
on it requires no further attention. 

I stumbled across an even better idea, which is to play the 
sound track through a Hi-Fi Stereo system. Then, with the 
screen positioned in between the two loudspeakers, the sound 
seems to come from the centre of the screen itself. 

ii 

Stage 1: The slides are arranged in sequence {including doubtful 
ones and spares, which are eliminated during a trial run). In 
the author's case, using a Paximal 36-slide magazine projector, 

this was a relatively simple mailer. 

1 

Stage 2: The commentary is recorded and the music mixed 
simultaneously, or at a later stage. Using the Simon SPA recorder 
it U'n.v possible to mix speech, disc, and a number of pre- 
recorded tape inserts, since the Simon has provision for mixing 

three inputs. 
(5- 

.1 
' / V 

•r * 

Mi: 

Stage 3: The Slide Show itself is cued entirely from the Sound 
Track. A pair of loudspeakers are being used to give a central 
sound, and one of the loudspeakers can just be seen to the left 
of the screen. This arrangement is preferable to placing Che 

speaker where it may be masked by the screen. 
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PERFECT PROJECTION 

— with or without sound 

when you choose a projector 

from the PULLIN range 

Modern designs, sensible prices and simple operation characterise the Pullin 
range of slide projectors. From the fully-automatic de Luxe Paximat S Electric 
to the remarkably compact Realist 400 each model is a winner for value, versa- 
atility and extra features that appeal to you. In fact, whatever you use to 
provide background sound, you'll find your projector in the Pullin range. 

Lf.ec.fri r 

Push-button remote slide change and 
focusing, 36 slide magazine loading, 300 
watt lamp and turbo-cooling contribute to 
to the success of the ... 
PAXIMAT S Electric 

"Exixlmat 

[?®[R?Tr£\©[L[l AUTOCHANOC PROJCCTO* 
Carrying handle that forms pro- 
jection stand, magazine loading 
and light tough body, 200 wall 
lamp ... its the 
Paximat Portable £19.19.0 

magazine projector (tomp e«ro 

RoofLJ: ^OO' 
Quality projection for ready- 
mount 35 mm. cardboard 
slides at remarkably low cost. 
150 watt lamp, easy push- 
pull carrier. 
Realist 400 £9.19.6 

{Lamp extro) 

m Rao Pi400/i 
Semi-automatic version of 
Realist 400 lakes Realomatic 
magazines with 30 ready- 
mount cardboard slides. 150 
wall lamp. Simple push-pull 
slide change. 

Realist 400a £13.17.6 
(Lamp extra) 

£37-15-0 (Lamp extra 

Ron Pi At '620' de luxe 
300 watt projector for 21 square 
ready-mount cardboard slides. 
Silent blower cooling. Modern 
lens and Mechanism. 
Realist 620 de luxe 

only £23.15.0 (Lamp extra) 

Yp by PULLIN 

THE PULLIN OPTICAL CO. LTD., ELECTRIN HOUSE. 93/97. NEW CAVENDISH ST., W.I 
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By Richard Golding 

SOUND AND CINE 

© Kci'ii^ni-iinj; Ihc incTvasiii)- inlcrvsl which lupc recording 
cnlhusiiists now show in amateur Film Makin):—either as private 
iiKiivithiais, or lhrou)>h ehihs—we have heen extremely forluiialc 
in pcrsuailint; Kiehard (ioldinj; to cotilrihiile a regular scries of 
articles, lie is I'rodiiclion .Manager of Ihc Grasshopper Group, 
which is prohahly Ihc leading amateur cine club of its kind in 
the world. He is experienced in every aspect of film making, 
and has heen writing and lecturing on Cine for a number of 
years, l-'urlher articles will appear each month. 

'T'HE Cine man normally thinks of sound as an essential 
-*• complement to films of all types, from the pure holiday 

travelogue or the simple family record film where background 
music is often all that is needed, to the more ambitious production 
with carefully synchronised music, dialogue and effects. He 
realises that the background of sound can heighten the dramatic 
effect of the visuals or establish the mood of a scene. An example 
of this can be found in " Raga to a Red Rose" by Herman 
Wuyts, the brilliant Belgian amateur film maker. He has set 
this film to a sound background of Ragas played by Ravi 
Shankar. Each Raga has its own mood and colour, and corres- 
ponds with the seasons and hours of the day or night and is so 
well cut in to the picture, that every change of atmosphere in 
the action of the film is subtly underlined by it without ever 
intruding. 

Sound values 
The Sound man, on Ihc other hand, has different values, and 

when entering the world of film making may be a little dis- 
concerted when the Musique Concrete track that he has invented 
comes second to Ihc abstract moving images that he chooses to 
match with it. I don't mean by this to detract from the importance 
of sound, on the contrary, the best amateur cartoon I know. 

"Short Spell" by Stuart Wynn Jones, gains immeasurably by the 
force and impact of his clever soundtrack, and would not be 
the success it is without it. What I do mean, however, is that sound 
must always add something to the film without ever interrupting 
or destroying the filmic consistency of illusion. 

To carry this argument further, let us consider Television. 
This medium is often described as " sound radio with pictures ". 
Granting this and agreeing that it has far to go before it becomes 
an entirely new art form in its own right, the fact remains that 
it is Ihc visual side which leaves the deepest impression on its 
viewers and the most successful programmes are those which 
appeal primarily to the eye and only secondarily to the ear. 
But, nevertheless, silent Television, as we know when something 
goes wrong with the set, is awful to behold. 

Now, most amateur film makers conceive their first efforts as 
silent films and, as such, these films, whether of the baby gurgling 
away on the lawn or of that memorable trip to the Dolomites, 
stand up on projection to the family circle accompanied only by 
some casual commentary by the maker. But repeated viewings, 
shown silent, bring tedium and unless you are prepared to take 
some extra trouble to add some form of background music 
appropriate to the theme contained in Ihc film, you may find 
your immediate circle of friends getting smaller quite quickly. 
Then sooner or later you will find that a track, whether pre- 
planned or not. will become an accepted part of all your film 
making. 

The simplest method is. of course, by " wild " tape or disc, 
which can be controlled to a certain extent by the addition of 
strobes; but when it comes to the addition of a commentary and 
the mixing of music and effects some degree of synchronisation 
is necessary. 

Synchronisation means that the soundtrack is adjusted to the 
picture so that whenever the source of a reproduced sound is 

1 
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A glance at these stills from the film " Raga to a Red Rose " by Herman Way Is, will show that amateur films can reach a very high 
artistic standard. In this particular film the sound track contributes very largely to the success of the film as a whole. 
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The KGJVL 

CinGGOi-dQr 
"9'k 

■> 

The machine they're 

all talking about! 

The K.G.M. Cinecorder is a 
new conception in tape 
recorders designed for the 
enthusiast interested in com- 
piling sound tracks for 
amateur cine films or in mak- 
ing feature tapes. 

The Cinecorder has. in addition to 
the usual tape recording facilities, 
many novel features to make tape 
timing and cueing easier, and to 
simplify the mixing and superim- 
posing of sound. 

The Cinecorder may be used with 
any kind of Cine Projector to add 
sound to Home Movies, and has 
been designed especially to make 
it easier for the amateur, on his 
own, to record sound tracks of 
professional quality. 

The Cinecorder and its wide range 
of accessories have been devised to 
make as much use as possible of the 
new perforated Cinetape in follow- 
ing the well-tried professional 
sound film making techniques, 
including lip-sync. 

For full particulars write to 

KGM electronics Ltd 

Dept. T.R.I., Bardolph Road, Richmond. Surrey. RIC7I7I 

B.S.R. TD2 Tapedeck. 
Twin Track Recording 
—3J" tape speed. 
Dimensions: 16y"xl4" 
x By. Weight 28 lbs. 
Amplifier output 3y 
watts, 15 ohm imped- 
ance. I0"x6" elliptical 
high flux Loudspeaker 
in detachable stand-up 
Lid. 
Adjustable level 
monitoring for Loud- 
speaker or Head- 
phones. Frequency 
response: substantial- 
ly level 80 to 6000 c/s. 
Separate Bass and 
Treble Tone Controls. 
Push Button function 
selection. 
Two Channel Mixing 
with two switched 
input sockets per 
channel. Separate 
Capstan Tape Time 
Indicator, reading in 
"seconds" "Shiftrack" 
Tape Control for 
independent dual 
recordings. "Tapelift" 
lever for cueing and 
cross-fading. 
Remote Control for 
instantaneous start 
and stop, with tape 
marking for lip-sync, 
shooting. 

People in Search of Perfection Choose 

FILM INDUSTRIES 

Type M8 

RIBBON MICROPHONE 

In the November issue A. Tutchings wrote of the M8 : 
.. this microphone shows evidence of careful design, 

and the workmanship, cechnicai performance, and 
styling are excellent. It can be thoroughly recom- 
mended for studio or semi-professional use, or for 
home use where the associated equipment can do 
justice to its very wide range response." 

PRICE 
£8.15.0 
ALL IMPEDANCES UP TO HIGH 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
DESK. TABLE, FLOOR STANDS 
IN-LINE MATCHING TRANSFORMER 
M7 MOVING COIL MICROPHONE 

Write for full details 

90 BELSIZE LANE, N.W.3 

I YOUR 

1 CHRISTMAS 

1 GIFT 

PROBLEM 

The Bib Tape Accessory Kit 
is the ideal Christmas 
present for your friends 
with tape recorders. 
Containing everything needed 
for editing and classifying 
tapes, plus a wealth of 
technical information, 
this kit is an essential for 
the tape enthusiast. 
28/6.1. 
Or available separately: 
Package of 24 Bib Tape 
Reel Labels. 2/6d. 

i* 
fe CONTENTS: 

Bib Tape Splicer 
and Cutter 
Bib Data Card 
Splicing Tape 
Spare cutters 
Bib Tape Reel Labels 

' 

O 

Available from > • usual Dealer—if in difficulty, : I remittance to:— 
Multicore Solders Ltd., Maylands Ave., Hemel Hempstead, Herts ^ 
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TAPE AND CINE—(continued) 

K* : 
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Guidance in the choice and assembly of Cinef 
Sound equipment will appear from lime to 
time in these pages. A selection of fairly 
ambitious units is shown here. (Left to right) 
the Malex Sonoclub combined tape and cine 
system, the Bauer 7" 105 16 mm Projector, 
which has sound coupling facilities, and the 
Camex Reflex 8 cine camera. 

•a* 

n 

M 

m 
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shown visually on ihc screen, the time relationship appears 
normal. There are many ways to achieve synch and they 
include tape loop couplers, magnetic striped film and optical 
sound on film. 

Loop Couplers are the most popular with 8 mm enthusiasts, 
and arc designed to operate in conjunction with a particular 
projector. They can be clamped to the side of the tape recorder, 
and they work by controlling the projector speed to keep the 
film in synch with the constant speed of the tape. The electrical 
supply to the projector motor is controlled by the amount of 
resistance in circuit, and this resistance is varied by the state 
of synchronisation. 

How couplers work 
The Coupler is a self-correcting device, and its principle is 

quite straightforward. The tape path is extended round several 
rollers and a capstan which is driven by the projector. One of 
the rollers is mounted on a moveablc arm, thus forming a 
tape loop which varies in size according to the projector speed. 
The arm is attached to the slider of a variable resistance in 
circuit with the projector motor, and so controls the speed 
automatically. There arc many units on Ihc market and all of 
them give quite good synch throughout the length of the film, 
but the snag is that there obtains a serious lack of standardisation, 
and if a film is to be shown elsewhere, or entered into a compe- 
tition. then it should ideally be run through on the same apparatus 
on which it was originally recorded and synched. 

Magnetic stripe 
An advance on coupling is Magnetic Striped Film. The stripe 

is available for all three gauges, 8 mm, 9.5 mm, and 16 mm. and 
after the film has been shot, processed and edited, can be applied 
for the cost of about 1 Jd. per fool. It has the advantage of 
keeping both sound and picture on one roll of film, and therefore 
needs no adjustment of projector controls throughout Ihc run. 
The stripe is coaled to the side of Ihc film that will face the 
normal light source position on projection (16 mm sound pro- 
jectors), bonds equally well to base or emulsion side, but tends 
to wear on originals that bear a number of splices. The disadvan- 
tage with 8 mm stripe is that, at 16 frames per second, the linear 
speed of the film is low and in consequence the music quality 
is poor. It can be improved by running the projector at 24 fps, 
but the film must have passed through the camera at Ihc same 
speed. Although separate tape is by far superior from the 
reproduction point of view, stripe docs give constant lip synch 

whereas the tape loop coupler has only to vary a couple of 
frames to lose synch, and remember that you have forty frames 
to every 16 mm foot of film and twice as many for 8 mm. 

One of the most successful 8 mm films in the last few years, 
"Flick Knife" by Hugh Raggett, was striped and then post 
synched on a Peterson machine. This is essentially a dialogue 
film containing 240 separate speeches and running for some 
twenty minutes, and involved the use of two extra tape recorders. 
This film was made some four years ago when 8 mm stripe was 
in its infancy and, needless to say, although the synch is perfect 
the quality of reproduction is by no means good. Since then, 
however, considerable improvements have been made and there 
are at least two machines on the market that provide good 
reproduction and facility for mixing commentary, music and 
sound clfccts simultaneously or the three one on top of the other. 

These machines arc expensive; the Bolex Sonorizer unit costs 
£90, but when it comes to 16 mm magnetic stripe, prices really 
soar. A good optical/mag stripe 16 mm projector will cost in 
Ihc region of £350, but there are many clubs and lone workers 
who possess such machines. Of course, when you venture into 
16 mm or gather expensive equipment around you, you are 
aiming at higher things than home movies, and are generally set 
on competition prize-winning and wider distribution of your 
films. 

The standard today is high, competition-wise, especially on the 
technical side; and I have seen at least four documentary films 
in various competitions in Ihc last two months which come up 
to professional standards in both sound and photography. Equip- 
ment is forever being improved upon, and with the aid of reflex 
cameras, zoom lenses, and sound projectors like the Sonoclub 
which carries 1 in. tape at the rear of the machine while the 
forward sprockets take the usual film spools; the tape being 
driven by the same motor and always in synch, perfection is 
within our grasp. 

Therein lies the danger, however; for in our haste to achieve 
this perfection we may lose sight of the fact that, artistically, 
our values arc not keeping up with our technical know-how. 

Next month: A review of the different methods of organising 
sound recording sessions for the beginner and the more ex- 
perienced amateur film maker, including suggestions on how to 
keep down the cost, and the importance of optical tracks. 
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DERRITRON {GROUP 

BHME TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD • CHAPMAN ULTRASONICS LTD 
DORAN INSTRUMENT CO. LTD L.S.B. COMPONENTS LTD RESLOSOUND LTD 

for the highest quality 

sound reproduction 

RIBBON & DYNAMIC 

MICROPHONES 

IMPEDANCES 
DPL 30 ohms 
DPM 250 and 

600 ohms 
DPH 30 ohms 

and Hl-Z 

CRL 30/50 ohms 
CRM 250 and 

600 ohms 
CRM 30/50 ohms 
and high impedance 

RESLOSOUND LTD 

DYNAMIC 
TYPE DP 
Head only 
with baffle 

RIBBON 
TYPE CR 

Dal260TR 
Sales enquiries: 24 Upper Brook Street, Mayfair, London. W.I Phone: Hyde Park 2291 

9 Months to Pay 
Deposit 9 Monthly Cash 

Payments 
£ s. d. £ s. d. Gns. 

MAINS TWIN-TRACK 
Argyll Minor 2 6 3 2 6 3 22 
Peto Scott 2 8 4 2 8 4 23 
Geloso G.256 2 16 6 2 15 7 26 
Robuk RK3 3 15 0 3 15 8 36 
Minstrclle  4 2 0 4 1 II 39 
Allegro 4 2 0 4 1 II 39 
Spectone 171 4 2 0 4 1 II 39 
Victor   4 15 0 4 14 6 45 
Spectone " 161 " ... 5 2 11 5 2 11 49 
4-TRACK 
Argyll 4-T 3 5 1 3 5 1 31 
Philips EL354I ... 3 II 5 3 II 5 34 
Elizabethan FTI ... 4 2 0 4 1 II 39 
Sound   4 15 0 4 14 6 45 
BATTERY 
Clarion   2 15 0 2 12 3 25 
Grundig " Cub " ... 2 16 0 2 14 6 26 
Trav-ler   3 1 0 3 0 II 29 
Clarion Mk. 2 ... 3 9 4 3 9 4 33 
Minivox " B " 3 17 0 3 17 0 37 
Walter (Battery/ 

Mains)  5 IS 6 5 15 6 55 
Ficord IA  6 3 II 6 3 11 59 
Stuzzi Magnette ... 6 3 II 6 3 II 59 

Have You 

tried them ALLP 

-We have! 

Having tested and assessed the characteristics 
of every type of tape recorder sold in Britain 
over the past 7 years we arc in an unrivalled 
position to assist you to the best possible 
marriage of what you want with what you 

want to pay. 

* FREE INSURANCE COVERING YOUR PAYMENTS 
IN THE EVENT OF SICKNESS OR UNEMPLOYMENT 

* FREE DELIVERY * PART EXCHANGES 

18 Months to Pay 
Deposit 18 Monthly Cash 

payments 
£ 5. d. £ s. d. Gns. 

MAINS 2-TRACK 
Grundig TK20 ... 10 19 0 2 8 6 52 
Telefunken 75/15... 10 19 0 2 8 6 52 
Truvox R6 II 15 0 2 II 2 55 
Brenell 3 Star 12 4 0 2 14 0 58 
Grundig TK25 ... 13 2 0 2 17 10 62 
Brenell Mk. 5 14 4 0 2 18 II 64 
Elizabethan Major 14 5 0 3 0 0 65 
Grundig TK30 ... 17 12 0 3 4 6 72 
Telefunken85KL ... 17 19 0 3 12 3 79 
Ferrograph 4A/N... 18 1 0 3 14 6 81 
Grundig TK35 18 2 0 3 15 7 82 
Rcflectograph " A " 20 0 0 4 8 8 95 
Simon SP/4 20 0 0 4 8 8 95 
4-TRACK MONAURAL 
Wyndsor Victor ... 10 9 0 2 5 7 49 
Elizabethan FT3 ... 11 11 0 2 II 4 55 
Philips EL3542 ... 12 8 0 2 15 1 59 
Grundig TK24 ... 13 2 0 2 17 10 62 
Telefunken 76 14 4 0 2 18 II 64 

4-TRACK STEREO/MONAURAL 
Korting   14 8 0 3 3 4 68 
Harting H.M.8 18 6 0 4 0 0 86 
Philips EL3536 ... 19 12 0 4 5 7 92 

Open all day Saturday— 
Friday 6.30 p.m. THE RECORDER CO 

If unable to call, write 
for free brochures or 
send deposit now for 
quick delivery. 

(Dept. R) 188, WEST END LANE, WEST HAMPSTEAD, LONDON, N.W.6, Telephone: SWI 4977 
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TAPE, RECORDERS & ACCESSORIES 

FIRST DETAILS OF NEW PRODUCTS 

— 

THE AVEI. 
TRANSISTOR- 
ISED DC-DC 
CONVERTER 

* 
>,S 

• We remind our readers that notices of equipment listed and illustrated in this monthly feature are in no sense reviews. When 
figures, specifications and diagrams are published, these data are extractions from manufacturers' lists. When samples of this 
equipment are submitted for test, they are passed to our technical contributors, whose reports are published in a separate section. 

Cardioid, Omni-direclional and Bi-directional characteristics. 
Specially matched sets for stereo recording are supplied at no 
extra cost- 

Ribbon, dynamic, controlled-magnctic, crystal and carbon 
elements are employed. Transistorised controlled-magnetic units 
for direct replacement of carbon microphones are also available. 
Full details and supplies are obtainable from the sole U.K. 
representative for Shure Brothers: Mr. J. W. Maunder, 95, Hayes 
Ijnc, Bcckcnhani, Kent. (BEC: 7413). 

• • ♦ 
New Recorder from Italy 

' I "HE Incis tape recorder, manufactured in Italy, is now to be 
J- distributed in this country. This machine is supplied complete 

with a carrying case which contains a second loudspeaker. Two 
speeds of 3J and IJ i/s allow one hour and two hours recording 
respectively with a four inch reel of tape. Recording level is 
checked on a magic eye level indicator, and the power output is 
rated at 2,5 watts. Claimed frequency response is 70-10,000 c/s 
at 3i i/s and 100-6,000 c/s at 1J i/s. Weighing 20 lb., the Incis 
measures only 10 x 9 x 5 in. and is available in this country 
from Dcnham & Morlcy Ltd., Dcnmore House, 173-175, Cleveland 
Slrccl, London, W.I. 

• * • 

• We gave details 
last month of the 
new Rohuk 'i-speed 
tape recorder, de- 
signed and produced 
by the makers of 
the Motek tape 
deck. Write to 
Rohuk Electrical 
Industries LI d., 
Wedmore Street. 
London, A*. 13, for 
more information. 

rT,HE introduction of the new Avel DC-DC Transistorised con- 
-*■ verier makes available to industry a unit ideally suitable as 

a direct replacement for rotary generators and vibrator packs. 
The important and special features incorporated in these Con- 

verters are the use of toroidally wound transformers with H.C.R. 
square loop core characteristic material and first-class high 
efficiency components throughout. Bifilar winding ensures 
accurately balanced transformers for symmetrical and fast 
switching of transistors, and overshoot voltages are reduced to 
the minimum. 

Available in a range of ratings from 5 to 120 watts with supply 
voltages from 6 to 24 volts DC, the units are standard outputs 
of 300V DC with 250 and 200V taps. Polarity sensitive relays 
to prevent damage in the event of input polarity being reversed, 
input/output connections, local and remote switching and fuse 
circuits, together with the basic unit can be supplied in a 
variety of housings. By duplicating or triplicating the basic unit 
in one case, higher powers and multiple voltages are easily and 
efficiently catered for. 

The development and production of the Avel DC-DC Con- 
verter was carried out by the Toroid Division of Avcley Electric 
Ltd. 

Shure iMicrophoncs Reach U.K. 

• ^ 

Model 435 Model 430 

'TTIE complete range of Shure microphones and accessories is 
-*■ now available in the U.K. In one of the most comprehensive 

series of any manufacturer. Shure Brothers Incorporated include 
special models for Broadcasting, Professional Recording. Motion- 
picture Studios, Public Address, Home Recording. Communica- 
tions. General Purpose and Heavy Duly applications with 

" Victor " 4-lrack version 
^PHE Wyndsor Recording Co. Ltd., announce a four track 
J- version of their well-known portable tape recorder, the 

Wyndsor " Victor." This tape recorder gives quality playback of 
its own recordings through a 10 X 6 in. elliptical speaker in a 
detachable lid. The four track version is only being released now 
that it has been developed to a standard of all round performance 
equal to the two-track. All the existing facilities of the two 
track Victor, such as mixing of inputs, controlled monitoring, 
three speeds and the same size speaker have been retained, and 
the appearance is identical apart from the track change switch. 
The four track machine has been developed to meet the current 
demand, but the company have no intention of dropping the 
two track version. The new machine retails for 49 gns complete 
with crystal microphone, 1,200 ft. tape and radio jack plug. 
Manufactured by Wyndsor Recording Co. Ltd., 2. Bellevuc Road, 
Fricrn Barncl, London, N.ll. 

TAPE RECORDERS . AUDIO EQUIPMENT . DISC 
CUTTING STD & LP FROM TAPE . STUDIO 
FACILITIES . HIRE SERVICE . SALES . EXCHANGES 

MAGNEGRAPH 
I Hanway Place, London, W.I Te/; LAN 2156 
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TRITON —Iliv fiimtms TAPE for tlii' lirsi /imi' in this i'onn trif 

Triton is one of the finest magnetic recording tapes ever produced. 
Premium quality makes it the logical choice for the home recording 
enthusiast as well as the most devoted professional. Magnificent 
results in all high fidelity monophonic and stereophonic recording 
applications are assured through critical control and testing 
procedures plus Triton's exclusive TRIONIZED technique. 
Trionizing combines three essential tape production processes in sequence: 

(a) To weld a uniform molecular oxide dispersion to the backing film; 
(b) Give the tape permanent depth lubrication and 
(c) Burning the oxide to microscopic smoothness. 

The result is quiet, long lasting, non-abrasive tape which provides high, smooth 
output through the entire audio spectrum. 
ALL TRITON TAPE is splice-free, wound on non-warp, non-squeal reels and 
includes Mylar-Leader at both ends to protect and facilitate labelling of your 
recordings. The hermetically sealed polyethylene bag guarantees factory 
freshness. 

INSIST on TRITON for SOUND-PERFECTION- 

TRITON a name to remember 
Sole concessionaires for the U.K. 

K. POPPER (R.T.C.) LTD. RADIO and ELECTRICAL wholesalers 
55, CHAPLIN ROAD, LONDON, N.W.2. Telephone: WILIesden 2/4//2/3 

t 

Model Gns. 
Philips 3515   32 
Smgatone ... ... ... ... 38 
Elizabethan Princess ... ... 39 
Simon Minstrelle   39 
Perth Saja   45 
Wyndsor Victor   45 
Electron   47* 
Magnafon ... ... ... ... 49 
Spectone Ex Tape   49 
H.M.V £50 
Grundig TK20  52 
Telcfunken 75 with Mic   56 
Perth Saja Deluxe  56 
Brenell 3 Star   58 
Veritone ... ... ... ... 58 
Mobile  58 
Ficord   59 
Grundig TK25*   62 
Telefunken Deck* ... ... ... 63 
Korting Stereo*   68 
Telefunken 4 track with Mic ... 68 
Stuzzi-Magnette   69 
Brenell MKV with Mic   69 
Grundig TK 30*   72 
Brenell M.V. with meter, Mic ... 74 
Electron Stereo*   77 
Telefunken 85KL*   79 
Sabafon Automatic* ... ... 79 
Harting Stereo*   86 
Timbra*   89 
Simon SP4*   95 

Machines Marked * are excluding Microphone. 

the FINEST TAPE RECORDERS 

on INTEREST FREE TERMS ... 

Write, Phone or Call today. You can buy by post with perfect confidence 
Deposit from 20% 12 months to pay 

I know how difficult it is to choose the Tape Recorder. That is why more and more people 
come to the Royal Opera Arcade, because my advice, personal attention, and help are freely 
given. Full demonstrations at any time and you can always examine and hear the latest and 
most interesting machines. Remember—I am here to help you. Laurence Dickinson. 

Leaflets gladly sent if you are unable to call. 

NEW! 4 Track Monaural Recorders 
PHILIPS 59 gns. TELEFUNKEN 64 gns. 
4 Track STEREO/MONAURAL Recorders 
PHILIPS HARTING KORTING ELEKTRON 
92 gns. 86 gns. 68 gns. 77 gns. 

ACCESSORIES. We carry a wide range of microphones, 
earphones, leads, telephone adaptors, etc., etc. 

SERVICING. We undertake Rapid and 
Efficient Servicing of all Tape Recorders. 
TAPES. Audio. 
GELOSO, Scotch 
Send for lists. 

Agfa, B.A.S.F., E.M.L, 
Boy, Telefunken, etc. 

CAMERAS. By Zeiss, Agfa. 
Voigtlander, etc. Send for lists. 

Eumig, 

READ the all-in-one Tape Recorder Book, 
12s. 6d. Packed with Information. 
TELEFUNKEN DA CAPO RADIO, 
39 gns. Call and Hear this fine instrument. 
TELEFUNKEN TAPE DECK, 63 gns. 
Use it with your Amplifier or with the 
Telefunken Radio. 

Dickinsons of Pall Mall Ltd. In the Hay market (one minute    from Piccadilly Circus or 
II ROYAL OPERA ARCADE, PALL MALL, S.W.I TRA 2881 Trafclear Square.) 
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED 

* 

LUSTRAPHONE VR/65NS 
«STEREOLUS"STEREO RIBBON 

VELOCITY PENCIL MICROPHONE 

* 

Manufacturer's Specification. 
Frequency response; substantially flat 
between 50 and 13,000 c/s. Output 
impedance: 20 ohms each unit. 
Sensitivity: 90 dB below I volt/dyne/cm2. 
Dimensions: length 7i in., maximum 
diameter li in. Weight: 15 oz. Connec- 
tion: 20 feet 4-core screened and overall 
sheathed cable. Finish: fine silver 
hammer. Tcnninalion; standard i in. 26 
TPI internal thread. Price: £15 15s. 

Manufactured by Luslraphonc Ltd., 
St. George's Works, Regents Park Road, 
Ixmdon, N.W.I. 

• » 
'"PHIS unit consists of two identical ribbon microphones 

mounted vertically in line one above the other. The top 
half of the unit can be continuously rotated through an angle of 
approximately 100° from the " in line " position so that optimum 
stereo pick up may be obtained. Alternatively the instrument 
may be used for monaural work by connecting the outputs in 
series, and the polar response modified by altering the position 
of the ribbon elements. As a further variation the elements may 
be set at 90° and the outputs connected to separate mixer channels 
so that the figure of 8 polar diagram may be swung through 90° 
by manipulation of the fader controls. If the outputs are con- 
nected in phase opposition, the microphone becomes a close 
talking microphone with virtually no sensitivity to distant sounds. 

Frequency response 
The solid curve of fig. 1 shows the free field response of one 

of the units. The doited curve is the response from the other 
side of the ribbon; the small difference in response indicates that 
the polar diagram remains symmetrical up to the highest 

frequencies. The response of the other unit was so nearly 
identical as not to be worth plotting separately. 

Fig. 2 shows the effect of using the microphone near to a 
small sound source. This is the well-known " proximity" effect 
common to all velocity or pressure gradient microphones, and it 
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indicates the need for a bass cut in the pre-amplifier if the 
microphone is to be used at distances closer than about 3 feet. 

Impcduncc 
The impedance was measured over the frequency range and is 

plotted in fig. 3. This reveals the ribbon resonance at 70 c/s, 
and the even order harmonics at 140 c/s and 280 c/s are clearly 
seen. Reference to fig. 1 will show that, although the resonances 
can bo detected in the acoustic response, they are well damped 
by the acoustic resistance of the screens which surround the ribbon 
and pole piece assembly. The mid-range impedance is 20 ohms, 
which agrees exactly with the specification. If the very low 
frequency free field response is to be maintained, the primary 
impedance of the line-to-grid transformer should be high com- 
pared to 40 ohms at low frequencies. Alternatively, a falling 
impedance at the transformer primary would provide some 
measure of bass cut with the advantage of electromagnetic 
damping of the ribbon at low frequencies. 

Sensitivity 
The sensitivity was measured as 94 dB below 1 volt/dyne/cm2, 

or 0.02 millivolts per bar across the source impedance of 20 
ohms. A 50 to 1 line-to-grid transformer would thus provide 1 
millivolt at the grid of a valve for a sound level of one bar. 
Declamatory speech at 3 feet will produce a sound level of about 
0.2 to 0.4 bars, so that the grid voltage available for each channel 
will be in the order of 0.2 to 0.4 millivolts. The sound levels, 
and therefore the outputs, will be much higher for music, but 
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MAKE YOUR TAPE RECORDER 

iEflLL^=^PORTABLE 

WITH A' VoLuiJio 'CONVERTER 

A Valradio converter enables you to operate your tape recor- 
derfromcar, boatorcaravan battery.oranyothersourceoflow 
voltage or D.C. supply, making it possible for you to record 
outdoor events, or dictation, or to provide entertainment 
when you go on holiday or picnics, etc. 
Prices range from £6.10.0., many models available. 

Write for fully descrip- 
tive folder to 

VALRADIO LTD. 
Dept.. TR/C, 

Browells Lane. 
Feltham. Middlesex. 

Tol. Feltham 4242 
To Valradio Ltd., Dept. TR/C., Browells Lane. Feltham. Middlesex. 
Please send me fully descriptive folder for converters 
suitable for Tape Recorders. 
NAME  
ADDRESS 

m 
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OFFICIALLY APPOINTED AGENTS FOR: 

HIGH QUALITY TAPE RECORDER SPECIALISTS! 

BEST PART 

EXCHANGE 

* FERROGRAPH 
* SIMON 

* REPS 
+ VORTEXION 

REFLECTOGRAPH 
GRUNDIG 

+ BRENELL 
* WYNDSOR 

ALLOWANCE ON YOUR PRESENT TAPE R E C 0 R D E R—H I - FI EQUIPMENT, etc, 
MONO RECORDERS Vcritone Venus 66 gns. 
Verdik   45 gns. Philips   38 gns. 
Geloso 26 gns. Philips EL 3542 59 gns. 
Kurland Hi-Fi  56 gns. Simon Minstrelle 39 gns. 
Brenell 3 Star  58 gns. Simon SP4   95 gns. 
Wyndsor Victor 45 gns. Saba Hi-Fi   79 gns. 
Walter 101   29 gns. Sound Prince ... 34 gns. 
Walter De Luxe 42 gns. Sound Prince 4-Track ... 37 gns. 
Walter 505   57 gns. Sound Studio ... 42 gns. 
Perth Saja   45 gns. Sound Studio 4-Track ... 45 gns. 
Telefunken 75 KL-15 ... 52 gns. Fidelity Argyll  29 gns. 
Telcfunken 85 KL 79 gns. Vortexion WVA 89 gns. 
Grundig TK 20 52 gns. Ferrograph 4 AN 81 gns. 
Grundig TK 25 62 gns. Ferrograph 4 SN 88 gns. 
Grundig TK 30 72 gns. 
Specto 161   49 gns. STEREO 
Specto 171 39 gns. Korting ... 68 gns. 

Harting HM8 .. 
Brcnell Mk. 
Ferrograph 808 

86 gns. 
92 gns. 

105 gns. 
TRANSISTOR—BATTERY 
Grundig Cub 
Clarion 
Fi-Cord .. 
Butoba 
Minivox .. 
Steelman 
MICROPHONES 
Reslo 
Lustraphone 
Cadenza 
T.S.L. 
A.K.G. 

THE BEST TERMS NO INTEREST 

Grundig, Etc. 
TAPES 
B.A.S.F. 
Audiotape 
Irish Tape 
E.M.I. 
Ferrograph 
Grundig 
PRE-RECORDED TAPES 
ACCESSORIES 
TUNERS 
AMPLIFIERS 
SPEAKERS 
PICK-UPS 
MOTORS 
CONVERTERS 

20% Deposit 18—24 Months 
Balance 12 months Terms Available 

26 gns. 
25 gns. 
59 gns. 
69 gns. 
37 gns. 
55 gns. 

FREE SERVICING—FREE DELIVERY—FREE TAPE OFFERS—150 MACHINES ON DISPLAY—OUR MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT WILL 
DEAL WITH YOUR ENQUIRY BY RETURN. WRITE—PHONE—CALL FOR A QUOTATION ON YOUR MACHINE. A LARGE SELECTION 
OF USED TAPE RECORDERS. TELEPHONE: BALHAM 7710 

EARLSFIELD LTD. 266 UPPER TOOTING ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I7 
100 yards from Tooting Broadway underground station REW 

Complete Your Tape System with an 

dtmstfioftf Chassis 

An Armstrong chassis is more than just a radiogram chassis. 
It is a carefully designed combination of tuner, control unit 
and amplifier in one compact and convenient unit which can 
be used as the basis of a complete high fidelity system. A 
system which can include tape recording and playback as 
well as the normal AM and FM radio and record reproduction. 
All Armstrong chassis are designed for use with a tape 
recorder, or with a tape deck and its associated tape pre- 
amplifier, and will enable you to make first-class recordings 
with the double advantage of being able to play back through 
the high quality amplifier. Where a tape deck is used we 
recommend the Armstrong Pabo-3 tape prc-amplificr. 

JUBILEE Mk2 MODEL 29 

> 

e 
€ 

e 

GNS 
8 watts push-pull output • Full VHF band (87-108 m/cs), medium 
and long waves • Inputs for all pick-ups, tape record and playback 
• Separate bass and treble controls • Automatic frequency control 
on VHF • Ferritc rod aerial and magic eye tuning. 

AF 208 MODEL 22 GNS 
5 watts output • Full VHF band and medium wave • Inputs for 
pick-ups, tape record and playback • Separate bass and treble 
controls • Dimensions (as for Jubilee Mk. 2 chassis) 12 in. by 8 in. by 
7 in. high.   
ARMSTRONG WIRELESS & TELEVISION CO. LTD.. VVARLTERS ROAD. HOLLOW AY, LONDON, N.7. 

Two complete AM/FM Stereo chassis are also available 
STEREO 12 Mk 2 42 guineas 
STEREO 55 {illustrated) 32 GUINEAS 

Post this coupon for free catalogue or call a! your High Fidelity dealer or our 
Holloway Showroom for demonstration. Open 9-5 including Saturdays. 
NAME TDC 
ADDRESS   

NORth 3213 
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LUSTRAPHONE VRjdSNS REVIEW—(continued) 

care will have to be taken in the selection of valves and input 
circuit components if adequate signal noise ratio is to be 
achieved. 

Comment 
This microphone is described by the manufacturer as " for 

the wider group of amateur stereo recording enthusiasts and 
for this purpose it gets full marks. With good associated equip- 
ment it should provide excellent stereo recordings. 

It may be instructive to consider what compromises have had 
to be made in the design of a microphone in this class. A 
professional stereo microphone may cost anything between £150 
and £300, so what has had to be sacrificed to produce this unit 
at £15? The axial frequency response is comparable to the best 
available. The polar response is fairly symmetrical, and the small 
variations that do exist are not likely to colour the reverberant 
sound quality. The sensitivity is about 10 dB lower than the 
BBC ribbon microphone, but a signal to noise ratio of 45 to 
50 dB can still be obtained by using modern low noise-low hum 
valves and well screened and balanced input transformers. The 
bumps in the impedance curve show that the main ribbon 
resonance is not critically damped, and low frequency transient 
response is thus slightly suspect. A lighter thinner ribbon, which 
would match the air load more exactly, together with a heavier 
magnet system to provide more electromagnetic damping, would 
eliminate any possibility of trouble from this source, and would 
at the same time provide a welcome increase in sensitivity—but 
we can't have everything, and the manufacturers are to be con- 
gratulated on striking a nice balance between size, weight, 
response, sensitivity, and, of course, price! 

A. Tutchings. 

Manufacturer's Comment: this review was sent to the manu- 
facturer prior to publication, and the following comment 
received: "As stated by Mr. Tutchings, use of thinner ribbon 
material could give a further improvement in performance 
although it would result in a substantial increase in cost. 

" The opinion of musicians listening to the demonstrations at 
the 1960 Radio Show, of recordings made with this microphone, 
was that music reproduction was entirely life-like, which indi- 
cates excellent transient response. 

" Concerning a heavier magnet system, an increase in physical 
dimensions would materially affect the symmetry of back and 
front pickup respectively, quite apart from considerations of 
economy." 

SABA 
REGIE-MIXER 

100 

fC 't-TTU- 

Manufadurcr's Specification 
Battery: 22i volt 2.5mA. Transistors: 3 X TF65. Inputs: 

3 X 0.05 mV at 1 kilohm, I X 350 mV at 500 Kilohms. Output: 
60 mV (for 1% distortion) at 15 Kilohms. Frequency Response: 
20 - 20,000 c/s. Signal/Noise Ratio: at least 65 dB. Interaction: 
1 dB. Crosstalk Ratio; at least 65 dB. Dimensions: 8J X 6J X 3i in. 
Weight: 3 lbs. Price: £18 18s. Manufacturer, Henri Selmer & Co. 
Ltd. 

* ♦ ♦ 

IT must be confessed that the Specification outlined above, 
which has been taken from the instruction booklet, was at 

first looked upon with some suspicion by the writer. Too often 
one has seen the phrase " Frequency response 20 — 20,000 c/s " 

only to find that the range quoted is not the range over which 
response is fiat within certain limits. In one instance it was 
found to be the range over which response could be delected. 
Again, " Signal/Noise ratio at least 65 dB "—below what? Without 
a reference level this figure really means nothing. 

My fears were, I'm very glad to say, dispelled as soon as the 
mixer was put on lest. If the blanks are filled in by making the 
response read " ± 3 dB with respect to 1 kc/s," and the S/N ration 
" below 60mV," then the unit passes out first class. There is one 
respect in which the figures given are misleading, however. One 
might be forgiven for assuming that the output of 60mV—the 
only figure quoted—can be obtained with an input of 0.05 mV. 
In fact it needs 1.4 mV to produce this output, an unrealistic figum 

o-s 
dB O 
-o-s 
-to 

xx 
FULL GAIN 

-GOB 
-I2DB 

1000 10000 20000 
FREQUENCY CPS 

for an input impedance of 1 Kilohm. But, looked at another way. 
0.05 mV produced, with full gain, 2 mV of output, sufficient to 
load the mic socket of the average tape recorder. Such a signal 
represents a reasonable level from a low impedance microphone. 

The frequency response at three attenuation levels are plotted, 
and will be seen to be very good, well worth specifying more 
precisely! The signal/noise ratio could not be measured directly 
(65 dB below 60 mV means a noise signal of only 34 microvolts!) 
so it was calculated from indirect measurements, giving a figure 
of 70-75 dB. Most of this noise was transistor hiss, and it would 
be entirely lost in tape hiss on the average tape recorder. 

Output 60 mV 

Output 2 mV 

Measured Results • 
Inputs 1, 2, 3 
Input 4 
Distortion 
S/N Ratio 
Inputs 1, 2, 3 
Input 4 

1.4 mV 
6 V 
0.8% 
70 dB 
0.05 mV 
200 mV 

Scale 
Reading 

dB 
10 
0 

Attenuation Law 
876543210 
3i 6 9 12 15i 22 28 44 60 

Longitudinal Fader controls, backed by level prc-setting 
variables, are used on this mixer, and they deserve the highest 
commendation. On the sample tested they were smooth to operate, 
electrically and mechanically noiseless, and followed a very 
reasonable law. The channel switches are as noisless as they are 
claimed to be, and the whole unit is very easy to use. With the 
chosen presentation of the controls it is possible to see the stale 
of the various channels from the other side of the room. 

It was found that switching the unit on while recording resulted 
in a gentle " fade-in," but there was a tendency to " squegg " on 
switching off. a burst of audible oscillation lasting about half a 
second. At worst this means that the tape recorder should be 
switched off first. 

The instruction booklet (which occasionally betrays the fact 
that it was translated in Germany) is extremely comprehensive and 
should prove helpful to the new owner. Altogether the Saba 
Rcgi-Mixcr 100 represents, in the writer's opinion, the outcome 
of much serious thought in the design stage and exceptionally good 
value for money. A.B.S. 

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE 
78s & LPs from your own tapes 

Master discs and pressings 
Recording Studio equipped with Bechslein Grand 
Mobile Recording Kan — " Off the Air" Service 

Practising studios with or without accompanist 
21 Bishops Close Church Lane, E. 17 COP 3889 
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MSS MASTERTAPE ACCESSORIES 

FOR YOUR TAPE RECORDER 

B 
THE MSS TAPE 
CALCULATOR 
An indispensable aid for everyone 
owning a tape recorder. Gives 
playing times for grades, spool 
sizes, tape lengths at each one of 
four speeds, at a glance. Price 2/6 * ■ 

WWiBrt 11 ■IcMMatCMAMU 
N" 

V 

MASTERTAPE SPLICING KIT 
Contains a generous supply of 
jointing tape, leader tape, jointing 
fluid with brush and bib splicer. 
In attractive box with full instruc- 
tions. Price 37/6 

'»« tr 

m 
LL* IWa 'u 

' c 
rn? 

/I 

MEMBER OF THE I f-H CROUP OF COMPANIES 

MSS Mastertape 

mm 
mm tape 

JL. 

Splicing kits and calculators are obtainable at all suppliers of MSS Master- 
tope. In case of difficult/ obtainable direct, post free from the address 
below. Send also for free literature on all MSS tapes and accessories. 

MSS RECORDING COMPANY LIMITED, COLNBROOK, BUCKS 
TELEPHONE; COLNBROOK 2431 

©IF 

• TAPE RECORDERS AT 169 
•Korting MT 157 4 Tr.. 

2 speed, full stereo with monitor head and amp. 85 gns. 
•Brenell Mk. V   64 gns. 
Brenell 3 Star 2 or 4 Tr. ... 58 gns. 
Brenell 3 Star Stereo ... 89 gns. 
Brenell 3 Star 4 Tr. St. ... 89 gns. 
Cossor 4 Tr. ... ... 37 gns. 
Cossor 4 Tr.   59 gns. 
Elizabethan FT.I 4 Tr. ... 39 gns. 
Elizabethan FT.2 4 Tr. ... 55 gns. 
Elizabethan Avon ... ... 27 gns. 
Elizabethan 'Princess' ... 39 gns. 
Elizabethan Major ... 65 gns. 
•Ferrograph 4AN  81 gns. 
•Ferrograph 4AN/S ... 88 gns. 
Ferrograph 808 ... ... 105 gns. 
Ferrograph Stereo-Ad ... 30 gns. 
Fidelity Argyll   29 gns. 
Fidelity Minette   22 gns. 
Gainsborough ... ... 39 gns. 
Grundig TK20   52 gns. 
Grundig TK24   62 gns. 
•Grundig TK30   72 gns. 
•Grundig TK35 ... ... 82 gns. 
•Grundig TK60 Stereo ... 128 gns. 
•Harting HM8 Stereo ... 86 gns. 
H.M.V £50 
Magnafon   39 gns. 
Marconiphone No. I ... 39 gns. 
Marconiphone No. 2 ... 42 gns. 
Philips 4 Tr. 3541  34 gns. 
Philips 4 Tr. 3542   59 gns. 
Philips 4 Tr. Stereo 3536 ... 92 gns. 
•Reflectograph 'A* A Tr. ... 95 gns. 
•Reflectograph 'B' •} Tr. ... 105 gns. 
Reflectograph Playback 

Deck D   55 gns. 

•Saba   ... 79 gns. 
•Simon SP4  ... 95 gns. 
Spectone 161 ... 49 gns. 
Stellaphon 4 Tr. ... 37 gns. 
Stellaphon 4 Tr. ... ... 59 gns. 
•Telefunken 85KL ... ... 79 gns. •Telefunken 76 4 Tr. ... 62 gns. 
Uher Universal ... 79 gns. 
• Uher 4 Tr. Stereo ... 103 sns. 
•Vortexion WVA ... £93.13.0 
•Vortexion WVB ... ... £110.3.0 Walters 404   ... 42 gns. 
Wyndsor Victor ... 45 gns. 

BATTERY PORTABLES 
•Butoba   ... 69 gns. Grundig 'Cub' ... 26 gns. 
Clarion   ... 25 gns. 
Clarion Twin Set ... ... 8 gns. 
Minivox ... 37 gns. 
Minivox 2 speed ... 41 gns. Fi-Cord ... 59 gns. 
Stuzzi 'Magnette' ... ... 59 gns. Steelman ... 55 gns. Trav-Ler ... 29 gns. 
Walter Transistor. . ... 55 gns. 

WE SPECIALISE IN 
• Tope to disc service 
0 Tape copy service 
• RECORDER HIRE 

SERVICE 

LEADING STOCKISTS OF EQUIPMENT FOR 

TAPE, DISC and RADIO 
... and NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT TERMS 

^ Minimum Deposit 
+ No Interest or Service Charges on H.P. up to 18 months 

Free Service during Guarantee Period 

• MICROPHONES AND 
MIXERS 

Grampian DP/4 Dynamic 
Lustraphone VR/65.NS 

Stereo Ribbon 
Lustraphone LD/66 
Lustraphone 'Lustrette' 

M/C  
Lustraphone VR/64 

Ribbon 
Lustraphone LFV/59 

Dynamic 
Simon 'Cadenza' 

Ribbon   
Simon Cadenza Crystal . 
Reslo Ribbon 
AKG Stereo 

Dynamic D.88 
TSL 3 Channel Mixer 
Grundig Mixer 
Also in stock: ACOS, GRAMPIAN, 
F.I., RONETTE, FLOOR AND 
TABLE STANDS. 
• TAPES & ACCESSORIES 
Standard, Double Play and Long Play in 
all sizes by all leading makers. 
SPrc-Recorded Tapes by Columbia, 

M.V.. Bi-Tapc, etc. 
Bib and Romagna splicers. Matching 
transformers. Plugs, sockets, etc., etc. 

£8.18.6 
£15.15.0 

£4. 2.6 
£3. 7.6 
£7.17.6 
£8.18.6 

£10.10.0 
£3.13.6 
£8.15.0 

£19.19.0 
£2. 2.0 

£16.16.0 

In stock at our Hi-Fi Dept. at 
181, Streatham High Road 

STEREO AND MONO 
AMPLIFIERS by 
Quad Pye Rogers 
Leak Dulci Armstrong 
Jason H.M.V. Elpico etc. 
TUNERS by 
Quad H.M.V. Rogers 
Leak Pye Armstrong 
Jason Dulci 
LOUDSPEAKERS by 
Quad G.E.C. 
W.B. Wharfedale 
Goodmans Kelly (ribbon) 
MOTORS. PICKUPS, by 
Garrard Tannoy 
Lenco Shure 
Connoisseur Decca (ffss) 
Philips Ronette 
Goldring 
All types of Diamond and sapphire 
styli, stereo and mono 
Acos Dust Bug 
CABINETS 
Record Housing 
Leak 'Southdown* 
W.B. Enclosures 

169-171 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6 
STReatham 0466/0/92 3etween St. Leonard's Church 

and Streatham Station 
Hi-Fi Dept. 181 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD. S.W.I6 
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our readers write 

. . . about a film society 
From: Group Fourteen Amateur Film Society, 36 Trinity Road, 
London, N.22. 

Dear Sir: Tape recording is an integral part of amateur film 
production and Group Fourteen Amateur Film Society wish to 
extend a welcome to all tape recording enthusiasts. The Society 
meets weekly in Woodside House, Wood Green, London. N.22. 
Anyone interested should get in touch with the secretary Mr. 
P. Hunt, 46 Harlech Road, London, N.I4. Tel: PALmers 
Green 3738. Yours faithfully, 

♦ ♦ 
. . . about tape magazines 

From:—G. E. Spark, Garrard Engineering and Manufacturing Co. 
Ltd., Swindon. 

Dear Sir:—May we relieve the concern expressed by Mr. John 
Munro in your issue for November. 

Presumably as a regular reader he has already scrutinised the 
article which appeared in your September issue, in which was 
related the advantages to be obtained from magazine loading. In 
his letter he mentions merely one advantage, and this is always 
misleading unless the full picture is revealed. 

Actually, the replacement magazine has been available for a 
considerable period of time at a retail price of 37s. 6d., whilst 
there is also available a reel of tape at 27s. 9d., an empty magazine 
with one empty spool at 8s. 3d., and an empty spool at 3s. 6d, This 
makes it possible for the users to please themselves entirely 
whether they buy a completely loaded magazine, or empty maga- 
zines and reel on their own particular brand of tape. Whatever 
system is used, it is obvious that the magazine will cost some 
money, and the user has himself to decide whether the advantages 
of magazine loading warrant the outlay necessary. 

Mr. Tutchings, in his review, was quite right in his comparison, 
your correspondent should know that in playing time the magazine 
contains enough tape to give an equivalent playing time of 35 
minutes each track. In many cases this is equivalent to two long 
playing records, but in any case is of longer duration than most 
long playing records. 

It is the magazine principle combined with the controls on the 
Deck which make the Garrard system so child-like in its simplicity. 
We hope we have helped Mr. Munro, but should be only too 
pleased to supply him with any further information he may 
require. Yours faithfully. 

♦ * ♦ 
. . . about sub-standard recorders 

From:—Arthur S. Robins, 38 Tanficld Avenue, Ixmdon, N.W.2. 
Dear Sir:—Having just read your editorial in the November 

issue of The Tape Recorder, and having just brought a recorder 
myself I thought I would write to you. 

My recorder—a battery model—I purchased from a well-known 
London dealer. I had trouble with it when it was first delivered, 
and wrote to them. They asked for it to be returned, and I took 
in. I think it was the manager who served me, and after trying 
three models, of the same make, we found one that was far superior 
in quality—tonal—to the others. The others had manufacturing 
errors, also. 

I had heard a demonstration of their type of recorder at the 
manufacturer's showrooms some time ago, and I was in a position 
to know what these machines could sound like. Had I not known 
this I might have accepted the first one—some had mechanical 
faults as well—what I'm really inferring is that although I had 
excellent, courteous service from the dealer, if I hadn't known 
what it should sound like I could have been given a substandard 
model—in tonal qualities, and been told—I've heard this before 
too—" Oh, well, you must expect this with a small speaker ". 

I have written to the manufacturers about all this. Also on the 
instruction leaflet it said, quote:—" Put the plug in the centre 
socket"—unquote. There were 4 sockets! I think the leaflet was 
for the original single speed model. 

The reason I went to this particular dealer was because they 
advertised a " repairs in the home " service for their recorders. 
When I asked about it, they told me that they had to cancel it as 
the two firms they had asked to cover the country for them were 
no good. They had so many complaints, it was ruining their 
reputation. Isn't this a shocking stale of affairs? Radio and Tele- 
vision are just the same it seems. I hope my letter has been of 
interest to you. Yours faithfully. 

« « « 
. . . about attractive boxes 

From:—Graham B. Giles, 34 Hillersdon Avenue, Barnes, S.VV.13. 
Dear Sir:—Re—" Make your tapes easy on the eye " in the 

September issue. 
This permanent problem has faced many of us while trying 

to make our equipment blend with the decor of modern living; 
to this end we are not helped by the tape manufacturers who, 
even now, are producing poor quality boxes of unattractive 
appearance. 

Mr. Berridge's ideas are very good and well presented. His 
method unfortunately has the disadvantage of being painstaking 
and unnecessarily complicated. After a few years of use I am 
sure that the paper covering would wear, become dirty, and 
possibly torn. To avoid this I prefer to use a self-adhesive 
plastic material (such as Fablon, Stixon, Contact). This is 
durable, washable and clean to use. There are many colours 
and patterns available from which to make your choice. If 
you do not wish to have uniformity in design it is possible 
to buy remnants at reduced prices which will give you a 
different cover to each box. 

My own method is:—(1) Cut one piece of material large 
(continued overleaf) 

!Cjrampianj DP4 

# * 

brings out 

the best 

in any 

recorder 

Even the most expensive recorder will only give its best 
performance if a good quality, reliable microphone is used. 
In the DP4, with a uniform wide frequency response from 
50 c/s to 15,000 c/s, Grampian have developed an outstanding, 
moderately priced instrument which will please the most 
exacting recordist. 
The DP4 is equally suitable for Public Address, Broadcasting, 
Call Systems, etc. 
Output Levels.—DP4/L low impedance—25 ohms 86 dB below 
1 volt/dync/CM2. DP4/M medium impedance—600 ohms 
70 dB below 1 voll/dyne/CM2. DP4/H high impedance— 
50,000 ohms 52 dB below 1 volt/dyne/CM2. 
Retail Price.—-DP^tL complete with connector and 18 ft. 
screened lead £7 11 0 
(Medium or High Impedance models ... £1 0 0 extra) 
A complete range of stands, swivel holders, etc., is available also. 
A matching Unit (Type G7) can be supplied for adapting the 
microphone for a Recorder having a different input impedance, 
or when a long lead is required ... Retail Price £3 5 0 

Write or telephone fur illustrated literature. 
GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LIMITED 
Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex Fcltham 2657 
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"PRAMP F/VE 

MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE 

made by FERRODYNAMICS CORPORATION U.S.A. 

NOW 
AVAILABLE 
FROM 
LEADING 
DEALERS 
EVERYWHERE 
More and more tape recorder 
enthusiasts arc changing to "Brand 
Five" tape—for quality of Recording 
and Reproduction it is really first-class 
and the price will suit your pocket. 
Next lime you buy tape insist on 
genuine "Brand Five"—you'll not he 
disappointed. 

THE BEST TAPE VALUE! 
High Grade Acetate Base 
SA5 5 in. 600 feet 16/- 
LA5 5 in. 900 feet 18/6 
LA6 5Jin. 1,200 feet 23/6 
SA7 7 in. 1.200 feet 25/- 
LA7 7 in. 1,800 feet 35/- 

Extra Quality Mylar Dupont 
DM5 5 in. 1.200 feet 37/6 
LM7 7 in. 1.800 feet 44/- 
DM7 7 in. 2,400 feet 60/- 
Other sizes and types available 

if Hole.sale' knqiunes to (/JJicial IJislrihulors: 
V. L. DEWITT LTD., 24/26 Hampstead Raad. London, N.W.I. Tel: EUSton 5533 

Enquiries from Tape Recorder Manufacturers to: 
ELECTRO-TECH NO-DYNAMICS LTD., 101, Leadenhall St., London, E.C.3. Tel. AVEnue6982 

\\\ Vvii 
i ' e / /' 

\ 
SOUND TERMS k/U 

'ASx o^y. I ro 

Details of any model sent on request from 

SOUTH WEST LONDON'S HI-FI CENTRE 

DEPT. 
T.R. 

85, THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19. CHErrywood 4393 

*/ - 45, HARE STREET, WOOLWICH, S.E.I8. WOOIwich 1955. 

ti'SOj. 43 MITCHAM ROAD, TOOTING, S.W.I7. 

37, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.2. TEMple Bar 8858. 

PRE RECORDED MONO & STEREO TAPES, TAPE COPYING & TAPE-TO-DISC SERVICE 
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READERS' LETTERS—(continued) 
enough to cover each box completely. For a 7 in. box this 
should be 18 in. by 9 in. (Four such pieces may be cut from 
one yard of 18 in. width costing 3/9.) The procedure is 
similar to that adopted when covering a book with paper. 
The two larger surfaces are covered first then the edges out 
to fold inside the box. Care should be taken to remove only 
a little of the backing paper at the time to avoid making it 
awkward to handle. Once fixed, mistakes arc hard to rectify. 

(2) On the outside edge of the case fix two Arrowtab labels 
(No. 66 2} by -J- in. available from photographers 200 for 
I /9d.) On these are summarised the contents of each tape in 
one or two words. A mapping pen and Indian ink will produce 
much neater results than a typewriter on such labels. 

(3) Inside the box slick a sheet of 7 in. by 7 in. plain paper 
on which arc typed the complete details of the tape. Should 
this extend to two sides of paper the second sheet may be 
fixed in the other half of the box. It is an advantage to have 
two dilTcrcnl coloured leaders by which the sides can be identi- 
fied in these index sheets. 

For absolute safely it is possible to write on the leader tape, 
but the practice of marking the reels themselves is, as always, 
completely unnecessary. There is then none of the complication 
of rewinding. Yours faithfully. 

• It 
. . . about metal boxes 

From:—J. Ilaniilloii, 9 Sidhury, Worcester. 
Dear Sir: In your November issue, you published a letter and 

details of a home-made plug adaptor by Mr. John Hone, and 
whilst this idea appears at first sight to be satisfactory, we can 
imagine what the hum pickup may be if. as Mr. Hone suggests, 
a microphone be plugged in. I think a much better solution to 
this plug and socket problem is to obtain a discarded 35 mm 
film spool can from the many that seem to be available from 
chemists and photographic dealers, and mount a jack socket in 
the screw-on lid. A flexible screened lead may then be brought 
through the body of the can and the lid replaced. 

Being made of aluminium, the unit is screened via the braid 
of the cable normally terminating at the "earthy end"' of the 
apparatus in use. Plastics certainly have their uses, but not for 
housing unscreened jack sockets if a high impedance source is 
in use. These spool cans have many uses in the " audio field " 
ranging from nut and bolt containers to crystal set cases. The 
writer usually makes use of these to contain small microphone 
matching transformers, and they look not only " professional " but 
obviate any difliculties related to hum pickup. Yours faithfully. 

• • • 
. . . whose face is red 

From:—P. E. Wclherill, Sales Manager, Emitapc Division. 
Dear Sir:—With reference to the letter on page 522 of the 

November issue, we think that the correspondent is a little bit 
out of dale. The facts are as follows:— British Specification for 
i inch material is .246±.002. the Continental Din Standard is 
6.25 mmi.OS mm. You will see from these figures that the 
width tolerances are identical. Yours faithfully. 

EXPERIMENTAL TAPE DECK 
■ Described bv S. H. Boutle - 

MANY enthusiasts will have followed the recent series in 
this magazine, that dealt with transistor amplifiers, low 

impedance heads, and simple tape transport mechanisms, having, 
I have no doubt, had some trouble with the latter. Simple tape 
drives have their uses experimentally, but if the object is to 
construct an instrument that will have some practical use, then 
more effort will have to be expended on this most important 
component. 

Having surrounded oneself (as I did) with prc-amps., bias 
oscillators, and rubber heels, and incidentally enjoying every 
minute of it, it becomes apparent that if a reliable tape drive 
were added to the collection, a most versatile, and useful 
instrument would be the result. The first requirement is a suit- 
able top plate that forms the basis of any tape deck, this was 

(continued on page 575) 

TAPE RECORDER 

COVERS 

Smart, waterproof cover 
to give complete protec* 
tlon to your tape recorder. 
Made from rubberised 
canvas in navy, wine, tan, 
grey and bottle green 
with white contrasting 
pipings, reinforced base, 
handy zip microphone 
pocket and name panel. 

Grundig TK.5 
TK.8 
TK.20 
TK.24 
TK.25 
TK.30 
TK.35 
TK.50 
TK.55 
TK.60 
Cub 

Telcfunkcn 85 
85 
75/15 
76K 
77K 

Ph ps 8108 
EL3538 
EL3542 
EL3536 
EL35I5 
EL354I/I5 

55/- 
63/- 
52/6 
55/- 
55/- 
60/- 
63/- 
60/- 
63/- 
75/-* 
35/- 
60/-* 
65/- 
55/- 
55/- 

t 57/6 
63 - 
63 - 
70/-* 
57 6 
57 6 

• Without pocket 

Cossor 1602   
1601   

Stella ST455   
.. ST454 Saja MK.5  

Stuzzi Tricorder ... 
Saba 
Wyndsor Viscount 

Victor ... 
Elizabethan Princess 

Avon 
Escort 
Major 
FT. I  
FT. 3  

Fi-Cord 
Koning (4 track stereo)... 
Haning Stereo 
Fidelity Argylc 
Walter 101 
Simon SP4 
Clarion (complete with 

strap) 
Brcnell Mk.5 

3 star 
Minivox 

t Price to be announced. 

57/6 
63/- 
63/- 
57/6 
57/6 

t 63/- 
55/-* 
60/-* 
60/- 
60/- 
57/6* 
63/- 

t 
t 52/6 

63/- 
66/- 
55/-* 
55/- 
63/-* 
57/6 
77/- 
69/- 

A. BROWN & SONS LTD. 
24-28, GEORGE STREET. HULL Tel: 25413, 25412 

LANE'S SERVE 

THE SOUTH 

WE 

& *EC0 S SERVING 
s10C . THE S come SUSSEXiWEJ-   

All items at 
manufacturers 
advertised 
prices 

LEAK 
QUAD 
DYNATR0N 
JASON 
WHARFEDALE 
TANNOY 
GOODMANS 
GERRARD 
LENCO 
A ntl many more 

9 FREE DELIVERY 
Within 25 miles 

# DEM ROOM 
9 BOOKS 

4-TRACK MONO 
AND STEREO 

RECORDERS 
MICROPHONES 
TAPE SERVICE 

RECORDERS 
AMPLIFIERS 
LOUDSPEAKERS 
MOTORS 

| PICK-UPS 
CABINETS 
RADIO TUNERS 
ACCESSORIES 

Callers welcome or write for service by return 
II GARDNER ST., BRIGHTON 

(Between North St. & North Rd.) 
Half-day Wednesday Phone: BRIGHTON 20773 

LANE'S (RC^>
l!,
0, 
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Sf o 

BRITISH-MADE 

MICROPHONES 

consistently 

specified for quality 

and reliability 

MODELS FOR TAPE RECORDERS, 

STUDIO USE AND SPECIALISED 

APPLICATIONS 

From dynamic types for domestic recorders for 67/6 to twin 
ribbon stereo microphone for full professional use at 30 gns. 

LITERATURE ON REQUEST 

LUSTRAPHONE LTD. sRteg^
0SrgP^O0ArDK5

Lohpon,H.W.i 
PRImrosc 8344 

PART EXCHANGE 

We are always willing to take your un- 

wanted equipment or tape recorder in 

part-exchange for new equipment. 

★ 

USED BARGAINS FOR SALE 

Brenell Mark II tape recorder £27-0-0 

Elizabethan Princess I960 £30-0-0 

Sound. Collaro Mark III deck £20-0-0 

Geloso shop soiled only £19-0-0 

H. C. H ARRIDGE 

8 MOOR STREET, CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, W.I 
GERrard 7108 

Hours of business: Mon. Tues. Wed. 10-5.30. Fri. 
10-7. Sat. 9-5. Thursday closed ail day 

/butoba mts 

X. 

V 

t- 

u "n 

MAINS OR BATTERY OPERATED 
Following the successful debut of the Butoba MT 4, here 
now is the new two-in-one, take-anywhere MT 5. 
Hi-fi reproduction, by mains or battery, combines with 
superb design to make this a really versatile and compact 
machine embodying many extras not usually found in a 
battery-operated tape recorder. 

★ FULLY TRANSISTORISED 
ic TWO SPEEDS 

4 HOURS PLAYING TIME ON 5 in. 
SPOOLS 

if SEPARATE TONE & VOLUME 
CONTROLS 

Mains converter for use on 110-260 volt 
and complete with filter for use on car 
battery 11 gns. extra. 

An optional extra is the smart MT 5 
carrying case with pockets for spare 
reels, microphone and other acces- 
sories. Plastic £3 17s. 6d. Pigskin 
Leather 7 gns. I 1 

BUTOBA MTS 
69 gns 
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Telephone: EUSton 3656-7 London, W.I. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DECK—(continued) 
met by an aluminium sheet 15 x 10 x J in. It was decided 
that the motor drive should be one of the old type centre drive, 
variable speed units. These can be obtained very easily, and 
cheaply at the present time. As can be seen in the photograph, 
the motor and turntable are mounted on a board in the usual 
manner. Two side pieces then support the top plate above the 
turntable. 

The next item, the capstan bearing, is the most important 
component of the whole assembly. Various ideas, and suggestions 
were tried without much hope of success. Ball races were thought 
of and rejected as, usually, they give rise to intolerable rumble. 
This is indicated, by the fact that professional tape decks are 
invariably fitted with plain bearings. Accordingly, this was tried 
with immediate success. The bearing fitted to the model 
described, consist of a i in. silver steel shaft, with a bush of 

'i 

■ 
if 

S>C.r u w 

n 
bm 

phosphor bronze. 1 hese are machined so as to he a very snug 
fit. In fact, if when finished the shaft is inserted in the bush 
and one or two drops of light oil applied to the shaft, the joint 
should be airtight. Needless to say, the whole bearing should be 
concentric. 

For many experimenters this type of work would be out of 
the question, having neither the tools, nor experience to use 
them. However, a friend or neighbour may be persuaded to 
come to the rescue. Failing all else, many light engineering firms 
arc willing to do this kind of work. Having assembled top plate, 
bearing and side piece, reel carriers are fitted, the left hand 
one having a pulley fitted for take up drive. The other has a 
flat plate with bush, for fixing on to the bottom of the shaft. 
A piece of felt is stuck on the underside of the plate. When 
the deck is in use, the felt rubbing on the mounting board, 
places a restraint on the feed spool. This prevents over run 
and jerking of the tape during operation. 

The lower end of the capstan shaft is fitted with a similar 
plate of larger diameter. The underside of this plate is also 
covered with fell. Thus when the motor is switched on plate, shaft, 
and capstan will turn as one. A pulley, identical to the one fitted 
to the lake up drive shaft, is fitted to the capstan shaft. A position 
midway between the end of the bearing, and the top of the plate 
bush, should be suitable. A belt must now be provided. S in. 
diameter solid rubber belting, cut to side and joined with Evostick, 
has proved most reliable. The belt should not be too tight, or else, 
slip, which must occur when the relative r.p.m. of the capstan 
shaft, and the take up spool shaft vary due to the changing 
diameter of the tape on the take up reel, will be prevented. 

WAL GAIN TRANSISTORISED PRE-AMPLIflERS. Many applications, extra gain 
for Mies, Tape Heads, P-Us, etc.. etc. Supplied complete with phono plugs, battery, 
screened lead, etc. Mono £5, Stereo £7.IO.Od. 
WAL BULK TAPE ERASER. Erases both cracks, 7" reel of tape in 30 sees. £7.l8.6d. 
WALTRAK TRANSISTORISED AUDIO OSCILLATOR. 1,000 cps, supplied complete 
with probe, battery, etc. Excellent accessory for service, testing, etc. £6.IO.Od. 

. Full technical literature. Supplied through all the leading 
A dealers. All our products designed and built in our 

a > ^ Laboratories. 
WELLINGTON ACOUSTIC LABORATORIES 
LTD.. FARNHAM, SURREY. fhom 6461. 

YOUR TAPE DEALER 

Specialists in Hi-Fi Equipment and Tape Recorders 

CHELSEA RECORD CENTRE 
203 KINGS ROAD, S.W.3 FLA 2596 

Open till 8 p.m. (except Thursdays) 

Disc and Tape Reproducing Equipment and Tape Recorders 
by Leading Manufacturers 

CUSTOM BUILT INSTALLATIONS 
All High Fidelity Requirement and Services Available 

Estimates Free Personal Service 
Custom High Fidelity 

371 Gre«n Lanea, Palmer, Green, London, N.I3 Tel.: PALmen Green 52IS 

LONDON AREA, W.l 
• Stockists of leading makes of Tape Recorders 
• Comparative demonstrations at any lime 

H. C. HARRIDGE 
8 MOOR STREET, W.l Telephone: GERrard 7108 

lASKis 
RADIO 

All LEADING MAKES IN STOCK 
Cash or Easy Terms 

VISIT LONDON'S FINEST 
DEMONSTRATION 

STUDIO 
42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. W.l. MUS 260S 

SHEEN TAPE RECORDER CENTRE LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS AND ACCESSORIES. ETC., 

SERVING LONDON AND HOME COUNTIES 
TOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP —SALES AND SERVICE 

8 STATION PARADE, 
SHEEN LANE, SHEEN, 
LONDON, S.W.I4 

Showroom,; Open until 7p.m. 
PROSPECT 0985 [Next to Mortloke Station S.R.) 

H.D.KIRK 

Specialists in High Fidelity 
ISO HIGHER BRIDGE STREET 

Phone : 3093 

BOLTON 

BIRMINGHAM 
TAPE RECORDERS on "NO-INTEREST" Terms! 
NO EXTRA CHARGES FOR EXTENDED CREDIT. You pay the Retail Price only. 
Grundig. British Fcrrograph, Philips, Vortexion. Telefunken, etc. Comparative 
daily demonstrations of all Leading Makes of Stereo Hi-Fi Equipment and Recorders 

JEWKES & CO. LTD. 
The Midlands Hi-Fi and Tape Recorder Specialists 

285 BROAD STREET. BIRMINGHAM I. MID 4829/2® 

R E S of COVENTRY 
SPECIALISTS IN HIGH FIDELITY 

and all makes of Tape Recorders 
All leading makes of High Fidelity Equipment stocked and demon- 
strated under ideal conditions. ★ The Best Selection—Terms and 
After Sales Service in the MIDLANDS. 
R-E-S (Coventry) Ltd. 128 Far Gosford St. Coventry 60913 
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YOUR TAPE DEALER   

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS 
HI-FI Slerco Tape Recorders 

Specialised Loudspeaker enclosures and 
Equipment Cabinets Designed to order 

Write or ask for Mr. Pendreich 
54 ELM ROW, EDINBURGH, 7. Tel.: WAV 6338 

FARNHAM, SURREY 
★ Stockisis of alt the leading makes of High-Fidelity Equipment 
★ Comparative Demonstrations 
ie Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers ★ Personal service and satisfaction guaranteed 

LLOYD & KEYWORTH LTD, The Record Shop 
26/7 Downinf Screet, Farnham. Surrey Telephone: Farnham 5534 

SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI-FI SPECIALISTS 

Tape Recorder Centre (Halifax) 
Yorkshire's Leading Tape Recorder Specialists 

Comparative Demonstrations Dally 0 Official Telefunken Service Agents 
HI-FI Stockists 

SOUND INSTALLATIONS 
17 Rawasn Street, Halifax Phone: Halifax U8}2 

LEEDS 

VALLANCES 

HEADROW HOUSE & 
144 BRIGGATE LEEDS, I. 
Branches at Otley, Harrogale, 
Mansfield, and Scunthorpe 

A WIDE SELECTION OF THE FINEST 
RECORDERS AND ACCESSORIES 

LEICESTER 
ALL YOUR HI-FI REQUIREMENTS 

H.M.V. • DULCI ■ QUAD • LEAK ■ CHAPMAN • ROGERS • AUDIOMASTER 
Speakers by TANNOY • LOWTHEK - W.B. ■ H.M.V. ■ WHARFEDALE 

Tape Recorders FERROGRAPH • REFLECTOGRAPH • GRUNDIG • SIMON 
BRENELL • RECORD DEPT ■ ALL LABELS • PARASTAT SERVICE 

LEICESTER CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD. 
HIGH STREET Telephone: 20431 

LIVERPOOL8 

TAPE SPECIALISTS. 

(OGIIIAN i ROBIHSOH [TD. 

Offer unique sales and 
service facilities throughout the 
Northwest. 
Stockists of FERROGRAPH, 
REFLECTOGRAPH. GRUNDIG. 
etc., etc. 
FREE H.P. up to 12 MONTHS 
18 HACKINS HEY, (off Dale 
St.,) L'POOL 2. CEN: 524S 

MANCHESTER The Tape Specialists 
FERROGRAPH ■ BRENELL 
PHILIPS • TELEFUNKEN 

and all other good makes 
8 DEANSGATE • MANCHESTER 

Next to Croivenor Hotel 

PAIMERS <>f 

MIDDLESBROUGH 

DARLINGTON 
JASON . LEAK . ROGERS . PAMPHONIC . W.B. 
WHARFEDALE . R.C.A. . GOODMANS . GRUNDIG 

Call or send for lists:— 
3 East Street, Darlington or 106 Newport Road, Middlesbrough 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 

Advortisemenls for this section must be pre-paid, and 
accompanied by a postal order, money order, or cheque. 
They must be clearly written or typed, and must be in the form 
of a separate sheet of paper if included with a letter dealing 
with other subjects. 
The rate is 6d. per word, with a minimum charge of 7s. 6d. 

Box Numbers may be used for an extra charge of Is. 6d. The 
trade rate is 9d. per word, plus 2s. for a box number, conditions 
on application. Send replies to Box Numbers c/o "The Tape 
Recorder", 99 Mortimer Street, London, W.I. 

No responsibility will be accepted by the editor, the publishers, 
or the printers of "The Tape Recorder", for the quality of any 
goods offered, bought, or exchanged through the medium of these 
columns, or for any failure in payment, etc., though the greatest 
care will be taken to ensure that only bona-fidc advertisements 
arc accepted. 

All advertisemenls for (he January issue must arrive not 
later than December 1st. 

For Sale 
Ferrograph 4A/N's 808'.s Vorlexion WVA, WVB. Simon SP4, 

Rcflcctograph " Betc., always in slock and ready for immediate 
delivery as well as over 200 laicsi I960 recorders al London's largesl 
tape recorder specialists. The best, lowest H.P. icrms and ihe finest 
selection of new and S/H recorders from £18. Generous P/E allow- 
ances. Essex Tape Recorder Centres, 2, Maryland Slalion. Slralford. 
H.I5 and 205. High Street North, East Ham, E.6. 

A binder will keep your copies of The Tape Recorder clean and 
ready for easy reference, price 15s. posted from 99 Mortimer Street. 
London. W.l. 

Tape/Disc/Tapc transfer, editing, copying. If quality and durability 
matter (especially wilh LP's from your precious tapes) consult Britain's 
oldest transfer service. (LP's from 16s.). Limiled quantity 1.800 fl. 
American super LP tapes 35s. Sound News, 10, Clifford Street. 
London. W.l. 

Use up (hose odd lengths of (ape, splice Ihcm logclher professionally 
after reading " How (o Splice Tape" price 2s. 6d. posted from The 
Tape Recorder, 99. Mortimer Street. London. W.l. 

Find that review you want—get a copy of the index to volume one- 
Tape Recorder. Price 2s. posted. 

Recording Tape. Save up to 30%. Send for list. Also 50 secondhand 
Recorders in slock. H. C. Kingsley & Co., 132, Tottenham Court 
Road. London. W.L EUS 6500.  

Pre-Recordcd Tapes, all makes, 7{ and 3} i.p.s., send for free lists 
or visit TELETAPE (Dept. T.R.3), 33 Edgwarc Road, W.2. PAD 1942. 

Valradio I2vDC, 240vAC, ISOw vibralor suitable Ferrograph 
Vorlexion £11. Trickle charger 25s. I2v battery 20s. Smith. 89. 
Esmond Road. London. W.4. 

Ferrograph stereo 88. Stereo Record/playback facilities, series 4 tape 
deck. Mini Condition. £70 o.n.o. S. Wilson, 150 Robertson Street, 
Clapham. London. S.W.8. Telephone MACaulay 5011. 

Rrencll three-star R.P. stereo. Slightly modified lo accommodate 
8J in. reels. £60. Perry. 79 Ashurst Drive, Barkingside. Ilford. Essex. 
CRE 9402 

Save £8. Brand new Philips EL 3542. Cosi rash impecunious 
siudcm 162, musi sell al £54 o.n.o. lo live. Phone WES 4009 evenings. 

Two Brcarclilfc corner rclicx enclosures, filled Wharfedale WI0/FSB 
speakers. Perfect 35 gns pair. Sequcnza, la "High Riding". London 
Road, Cambcrley. Surrey. Phone Camberlcy 2201. 

Cinesmilh depolarizer prevents " Hiss and mush ". Maintains peak 
efficiency of any recorder, 35s. from your dealer or CINESMITH 
PRODUCTS manufacturers BARNSLEY. Informative leaflet available. 

Fabulous collcclion of U.S.A. made monaural Tape recordings, 
nolhing dubbed from disc. Symphony, Ballei. Light orchcsiral plus 
over lifly famastic numbers played on Amslerdams famous Caliope 
organ. All on 3J i s. Also many 2 and 4 irack 7t i s. Slerco tapes. 
All going for a lillle more lhan ihe cost of a reel of tape. First 
come first served. Send S.A.E. for lists. Box No. (Herts.) 259. 

Vorlexion 4A/N WVA. As new. £80 o.n.o. Banks. 94 Old Dover 
Road. Canterbury. 

Keflcclograph " B" four track recorder. Virtually unused, with 
all accessories in original canon. Cost £110 5s. Accept £70 for 
quick sale. Box No. (London) 258. 

(continued overleaf) 
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YOU PAY THE 

CASH PRICE 

ONLY — OVER 

24 MONTHS! 

WE HAVE THE BIGGEST SALES IN GREAT BRITAIN! WHY T 

BECAUSE WE GUARANTEE YOU THE BEST TERMS. 
They include: 

DEPOSITS FROM 10% ★ 2 YEARS TO PAY ★ SPECIAL FREE OFFERS ★ FREE 
SERVICING FOR 12 MONTHS ★ FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN U.K. ★ NO 
PURCHASE TAX ★ PART-EXCHANGES & CHEAP SECOND-HAND MACHINES ★ 
21% COMMISSION PAID ON SALES YOU MAKE FOR US ★ 10% INTEREST PAID ON 
YOUR DEPOSIT ★ and lots more besides. 

As Main Agents for ALL the best makes, our Mail Order Department specialises in orders by 
post with thousands of sales throughout the whole of England, Scotland, Wales, & N. Ireland— 
order from us wherever you live—you get better terms and better service from us. 

We have 400 machines in stock—£20,000 worth of 80 different new and second- 
hand models on permanent demonstration in our showrooms. 

If you want to know why it will pay you to buy from us, and how you can save money, write 
phone or call NOW for full details of all our terms, and free brochures on all the best makes. 

HOWARD 

TAPE RECORDERS 

218 HIGH ST. BROMLEYKENT. RAV.4477 

CUT OFF HERE ' 

Name.. 

Please rush me full details of your terms and tape recorder brochures: 

 Address  
Add below any models you are particularly interested in : 
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YOi n TAPE DEALER 

WESTWOOD'S of 

46 GEORGE STREET 
PHONE : 47783 OXFORD 

PETERBOROUGH, NORTHANTS Tel: 2769 
Hi-Fi Equipment and Record Specialists 
Tape Recorders - - Record Players 

Comparative demonstrations of all leading makes of Audio equipment 
CAMPKIN'S RECORD SHOP 

12 PARK ROAD 
also at KP Camera Shop. Kings Parade. Cambridge 

SOUTHAMPTON — SALISBURY 
* All the best makes of Tape Recorders 
* Hi-Fi Systems and Records 
* Expert knowledge and advice 

The West of England High Fidelity Specialists 
I P C| IT—TOM 421 SHIRLEY ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON J. P. J kJ I I |5.|g QUEEN STREET, SALISBURY 

WORTHING, SUSSEX 
We Stock Hi-Fi Equipment by Leak, Quad, Goodsell, 
RCA, Acos, Garrard, Collaro, Tannoy, Wharfedale and 
Goodman and give fully comparative Demonstrations 

BOWERS & WILKINS LTD. 
I Becket Bldgs., Littlehampton Road Worthing SI42 

YOI SI'IJI TAPE ? 
. - • ■■ 

■ m 

ii a "< "oh 

^/ddi 

i v v 

* r"r T-i-r 
V* 

HOW TO sihatt: TAPE 
If you use tape, sooner or later you will need to 

know how to splice tape—how to repair simple or 
complicated breaks—how to edit your material— 
how to cut out words or syllables, etc. All this is 
described in this well-illustrated booklet, in which 
stage-by-stage photos and text provide the complete 
answer to professional tape splicing. 

Price 2/6 . . . Postage paid 

THE TAPE RECORDER 
99 Mortimer Street, London, W.I 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS—(continued) 
For Sale—(continued) 

Luslraphone Mixer, four channels, with VR53 ribbon mic., £22. 
Conway. 29a, Kent Road. West Wickham. Kent. SPR 3152. 

Wanted 
TK20 or similar good Grundig wanted. F. Riddle, 113. Church 

Road. Northolt. Middx. Viking 4734. 

Miscellaneous 
Tape Recorder need repairing? Let London's largest tape recorder 

specialists do it for you, expertly and economically. Essex Tape 
Recorder Centres, 2, Maryland Station, Stratford, E.15. MAR 5879. 

Tape to Disc—Comprehensive 78-45-33 service available from 
Rendezvous Records, 19 Blackfriars Street, Manchester 3. 

Tapes ?Transfcr? Consult Sound News for better rates. See above. 
Tape to Disc service, editing, and dubbing, all speeds. Studio 

available for musical groups. Outside recordings our speciality. Ilford 
Sound Recording Service, 63 Aintrce Crescent, Barkingside, Ilford, 
Essex. Telephone: CRE 8947. 

Tape recordings transferred to modern DISCS. Phillips. 38 
Kensington, Liverpool, 7. 

Tape to Disc 
Tape to Tape or Disc Microgroovc Master Discs and Pressings 

from I2s. Stamped addressed envelope for details to OMEGA Record- 
ing Co., 112 Sunny Bank Road, Potters Bar, Middx. POB 6428. 

Educational 
Improve your knowledge of English—and perfect your speech with 

these exclusive Audio Education Courses:—I. The Modern Usage of 
English. 2. Psychology of Expression and The Art of Public 
Speaking. With these new courses you will improve your written 
and spoken English in business, social and public life. Each 
Course consists of two 5 in. reels of double track tape replaying at 
3} i.p.s. giving over two hours playing lime. Send stamped addressed 
envelope for details to:—SPEECHMASTERS Ltd.. 22 Coastal 
Chambers, London, S.W.I. 

Personal 
Will Mr. E. M. Davies, 108 Market Street, who wrote ordering back 

numbers of " The Tape Recorder " last July please advise Circulation 
Manager of his current address as goods have been returned by post 
office marked insufficient address. 

ADVERTISERS' INDEX 

Agfa Ltd  
Armstrong Wireless & Television Co. Ltd. 
B.A.S.F  
Brand Five Tapes ... 
Brcncll Engineering Ltd. 
British Ferrograph Recorder Co. Ltd. 
A. Brown & Sons Ltd  
Chitnis Electronics Ltd. ... 
Christian Broadcasting Commission 
Cosmocord Ltd. ... 
Dcnham & Morlcy Ltd  
Dickinsons of Pall Mall  
E.M.I. Sales & Service Ltd  
Elstonc Electronics Ltd. ... 
Fi-Cord Ltd  
Film Industries Ltd. 
Francis of Streatham 
G.B C. Electronic Industries Ltd. 
The Gramophone Co. Ltd. 
Grampian Reproducers Ltd  
H. C. Harridge   
Howard Photographic 
K.G.M. Electronics Ltd  
Lanes (Radio) Ltd. 
Lustraphone Ltd.   
M.S.S. Recording Co, Ltd.   Magncgraph   
R. Marking S Co, Ltd  
Metro-Sound Manufacturing Co. Ltd. ... 
Multicore Solders Ltd  
Nusound Recording Co. 
Philips Electrical Ltd. 
K. Popper (R.T.C.) Ltd  
Pullin Optical Co. Ltd. ... 
R.E.W. Earlsreld Ltd  
Rapid Recording Service 
Recorder Co. 
Reps Tape Recorders   
Rcslosound Ltd. ... 
Robuk Electrical Industries Ltd. 
Sands Hunter   
Scotch Brand Recording Tape ... 
T.S.L. Ltd  
Tape Recorder Centre   
Tutchings Electronics Ltd. 
Valradio Ltd  
Wellington Acoustical Laboratories Ltd. 
Welmec Corporation Ltd  
Wilmex (Distributors) Ltd  
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only 

Every day on the farm BASF tape is passing 
the most critical of all tests for authenticity. 
As part of an intensive rearing programme, 
piglets are removed from the sow soon after birth, 
fed on special foods and given that 'at home' 
feeling by tape recordings of their mother's grunts. 
To convince a piglet the recording has to sound 
authentic. There are three reasons why BASF tape 
provides the sound that never fails to do so. 

Authentic Sound 

will 

pass 

this 

test 

The first is its Luvitherm base which permanently 
holds the magnetic oxide in the tightest bond. 
The second is the oxide itself, made by a special 
BASF process to ensure magnetic stability 
no matter how long the tape is stored. 
The third is - 'know-how'. BASF is the original 
magnetic recording tape. Today a vast reserve of 
more than 25 years experience and continued 
development keeps it ahead for authenticity. 
Whatever your recorder you can always be sure of 
registering its complete range of freguencies 
on BASF tape ... always reproducing them ... always 
obtaining Authentic Sound whatever 
and wherever you record. 

* 

insist on 
the tape with 

the Luvitherm base 

Magnetic Recording Tape 

Standard • Long Play 

Double Play • Editing Sound 

F. A. HUGHES & CO LTD 4 STANHOPE GATE LONDON W1 

Published by Miles Henslow Publications 99 Mortimer Street, London, W. 1. 
Printed by STAPLES Ltd., (Incorporating F. Howard Doulton Ltd.) Warton Road, Stafford, London E. 15. 
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